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Abstract

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has become an important tool for the

elucidation of three-dimensional protein structures in solution as well as for the study

of the dynamic behaviour of proteins. Typical applications are presented in chapter 2 of

the present work. The workflow from the acquisition of experimental NMR spectra to a

three-dimensional structure is complex and time-consuming, thus automated procedures

are an important component for fast, reliable and unbiased structure determinations. The

new algorithm Radar, which is presented in chapter 3 of the present work combines the

functionalities of the two previously developed algorihms AtnOS, for automated spec¬

tral signal identification and Candid, for automated NOE (nuclear Overhauser effect)

cross peak assignment. The input required for RADAR consists of the sequence of the

amino acids of the protein, the sequence-specific resonance assignments and one or sev¬

eral NOESY (NOE spectroscopy) spectra. The RADAR algorithm is used in an iterative

procedure in conjunction with a restrained molecular dynamics (rMD) algorithm, where

after an initial Radar run of NOE signal identification and NOE cross peak assignment

a preliminary structure is calculated by rMD, which is subsequently used to guide the

signal identification and cross peak assignment. Instead of a sequential use of Atnos/

Candid, Radar establishes a direct feedback between the cross peak assignments and

signal identification routines, before an initial structure is calculated. As for any auto¬

mated iterative approach, the first cycle of the iterative procedure is of critical importance

for the correctness of the final result since the intermediate structures are used to guide

the further analysis. The iterative structure determination procedure using Radar is

more robust than Atnos/ Candid, due to the improved performance in the first cycle, as
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evidenced by testing on seven protein datasets, which resulted in a lower r.m.s. deviation

of the coordinates of the rMD conformers, a lower r.m.s. deviation between the intial and

final bundles of rMD conformers and a lower r.m.s. deviation bias to the rMD conformers

of the reference structure. A detailed analysis shows that Radar collects 10-20% more

distance restraints than Atnos/ Candid as input for the rMD algorithm, while the resid¬

ual target function value is comparable. Thus, the additional distance restraints arc of

high quality and fit well into the overall set of distance restraints. Furthermore, combin¬

ing the functionalities of Atnos/ Candid into a single algorithm, allows extended data

analyses. The characteristic patterns generated by regular secondary structure elements

allow direct identification of a-helices and /3-strands, down to the topology of the /3-sheet,

from the input spectra prior to the structure calculation. Finally, RADAR introduces

two algorithms for automated structure validation: the first establishes a measure of the

compatibility between the input spectra and the final three-dimensional structure, the

second validates the input chemical shifts against the structure by performing chemical

shift calculations. Test calculations with correct and distorted conformers established that

both methodologies can correctly identify local and global distorsions and produces thus

a meaningful measure for the compatibility of experimental input and three-dimensional

structure.



Zusammenfassung

Kernspinresonanz-Spektroskopie hat sich zu einem wichtigen Werkzeug für die Aufklärung

der dreidimensionalen Struktur von Proteinen in Lösung und der Studie dynamischer

Phänomene in Proteinen entwickelt. Kapitel 2 der vorliegenden Arbeit stellt einige ty¬

pische Anwendungen dar. Der Arbeitsablauf von den experimentellen Daten zur dreidi¬

mensionalen Struktur ist komplex und zeitaufwendig, so dass automatisierte Verfahren ein

wichtiges Element für die schnelle, zuverlässige und neutrale Strukturermittlung sind. Der

in Kapitel 3 der vorliegenden Arbeit vorgestellte neue Algorithmus Radar kombiniert die

Funktionalitäten von zwei bestehenden Algorithmen, Atnos, für die automatisierte Si¬

gnalidentifikation in Spektren und Candid, für die automatisierte Zuordnung von NOE

(nuklearer Overhauser Effekt) Kreuzsignalen. Die für Radar erforderlichen Eingangsda¬

ten sind ein oder mehrere NOE-Spektren, die Reihenfolge der Aminosäuren des Polypep-

tidrückgrats des Proteins und die sequenzspezifischen Resonanzzuordnungen von mehr als

80% der Atome des Proteins. Der Radar Algorithmus wird in einem iterativen Verfahren

in Verbindung mit einer Molcküldynamik-Simulation verwendet. Nach dem ersten Radar

Durchlauf wird eine initiale Struktur berechnet, welche anschliessend die Identifikation

und Zuweisung der NOE Kreuzsignale zum Endresultat steuert. Anstelle der starren Ab¬

folge von Atnos/ Candid erlaubt Radar eine Wechselwirkung zwischen Signalidentifika¬

tion und -Zuweisungen ermöglicht, noch bevor die Ausgangsstruktur errechnet wird. Wie in

vielen iterativen Verfahren, ist der erste Zyklus des iterativen Verfahrens von höchster Be¬

deutung für die Korrektheit des Endresultats, da die Zwischenstrukturen benutzt werden,

um die weitere Analyse zu steuern. Die iterative Strukturermittlungsprozedur mit Radar

ist robuster als diejenige mit Atnos/ Candid wegen der verbesserten Leistung im ersten
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Zyklus, was mittels verschiedenener Proteindatensätze überprüft wurde, die allesamt eine

niedrigere Streuung der Koordinaten der durch die Moleküldynamik-Simulation erzeugten

Konformere, eine niedrigere Abweichung zwischen den intialen und endgültigen Konfor¬

meren und eine niedrigere Abweichung von der Bezugsstruktur ergaben. Eine ausführliche

Analyse zeigt, dass im ersten Zyklus Radar 10-20% mehr Distanzeinschränkungen für

die Moleküldynamik-Simulation als Atnos/Candid sammelt, wobei der Restwert der

Zielfunktion vergleichbar ist. Die zusätzlichen Distanzeinschränkungen sind somit von

vergleichbarer Qualität wie der komplette Satz von Distanzeinschränkungen. Durch die

Kombination der Funktionalitäten von Atnos/Candid in einen einzigen Algorithmus

wurden ferner erweiterte Datenanalysen ermöglicht. Die charakteristischen Muster, das

durch regelmässige Sckundärstrukturelemente erzeugt werden, erlauben die direkte In-

dentifikation von a-Helizes und von /3-Strängen inklusive der Topologie der ß-Faltblätter.

Schliesslich stellt Radar zwei neue Algorithmen für automatisierte Strukturvalidation

vor: der erste bietet ein Mass für die Kompatibilität zwischen den Eingangsspektren und

der abschliessenden dreidimensionalen Struktur, der zweite erlaubt den Vergleich der che¬

mischen Verschiebungen mit der Struktur mittels Berechnungen der chemischen Verschie¬

bungen. Testrechnungen mit korrekten und verzerrten Konformeren belegten, dass diese

Algorithmen lokale und globale Verzerrungen richtig identifizieren können.



Resume

La spectroscopie par résonance magnétique nucléaire (RMN) est devenue un outil im¬

portant pour l'élucidation des structures tridimensionnelles de protéines en solution aussi

bien que pour l'étude du comportement dynamique des protéines. Des applications sont

présentées dans le deuxième chapitre de cette thèse. Le chemin qui mène de l'acquisition

des données expérimentales à la structure tridimensionnelle est complexe et long, ainsi

les procédures automatisées sont un composant important pour des déterminations de

structures rapides, fiables et impartiales. Le nouveaux algorithme Radar, présenté dans

le troisième chapitre de cette thèse, combine les fonctionnalités des deux algorithmes

développés précédemment Atnos, pour l'identification automatisée de signaux et Can¬

did, pour l'attribution automatisée des signaux de NOE (effet nucléaire d'Overhauser).

Radar exige au départ un ou plusieurs spectres de NOESY (spectroscopie de NOE),

l'ordre des acides aminés de l'épine dorsale du polypeptide du protéine et les attributions

spécifiques à la séquence de plus de de 80% des atomes de la protéine. Radar est utilisé

dans un procédé itératif en coopération avec un algorithme de simulation de dynamique

moléculaire. Après une analyse initiale par Radar d'identification de signaux de NOE et

de l'attribution de ces signaux, une structure préliminaire est calculée par simulation de

dynamique moléculaire. La structure préliminaire est ensuite utilisée pour guider l'identifi¬

cation et l'attribution des signaux. Au lieu de l'usage séquentiel de Atnos/Candid, Ra¬

dar permet une interaction entre les attributions et les identifications des signaux avant

qu'une première structure ne soit calculée. Comme beaucoup de procédures itératives,

le premier cycle du procédé itératif est d' une importance critique pour l'exactitude du

résultat final puisque les structures intermédiaires sont employées pour guider l'analyse
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supplémentaire. Le procédé itératif de détermination de structure avec RADAR est plus

robuste qu'avec Atnos/Candid, dû à la performance améliorée dans le premier cycle,

comme montré dans des essais sur sept protéines, où ont pu être constatées une déviation

plus basse des coordonnées des conformères, une déviation plus passe entre les conformères

intiales et finales et une déviation plus basse de la structure de référence. Une analyse

détaillée montre que RADAR rassemble 10 à 20 % de plus de contraintes de distance que

Atnos/ CANDID pour l'algorithme de simulation de dynamique moléculaire, alors que la

valeur résiduelle de la fonction de cible est comparable. Ainsi, les contraintes additionnelles

de distance sont d' une qualité comparable à l'ensemble global de contraintes de distance.

En outre, la combination des fonctionnalités de Atnos/ CANDID dans un seul algorithme

permet des analyses de données plus profondes. Les groupes caractéristiques de signaux

produits par les éléments réguliers de structure secondaire permettent l'identification di¬

recte de hélices a et des brins ß, jusqu'à la topologie des feuillets ß. Finalement, Radar

présente deux algorithmes pour la validation automatisée de structures : le premier établit

une mesure de la compatibilité entre les spectres d'entrée et la structure tridimensionnelle

finale, le deuxième vérifie les déplacements chimiques d'entrée et la structure tridimension¬

nelle finale par des calculs des déplacements chimiques. Des calculs avec des conformères

correctes et tordues ont établi que ces algorithmes peuvent correctement identifier des

distorsions locales et globales.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: From experimental

NMR data to a solution structure

The three-dimensional (3D) structure of proteins can generally not be directly inferred

from the sequence of amino acids of the protein. The primary sequence derives directly

from the nucleotide sequence of the gene that codes for the protein of interest. Even for

a small protein, the conformational space that an algorithm needs to explore is too large

for the computing resources that are available nowadays.

Thus, experimental methods are the only access to the 3D structure of proteins. Low

resolution structural information can be obtained via direct observation with methods

such as electron microscopy, however only X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) are able to provide information at atomic resolution. Both methods

collect indirect information which is then converted by computer algorithms into a repre¬

sentation of the tertiary structure.

The most commonly used work flow to obtain a solution structure by NMR uses the

nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) as the principal source of structural information. It

consists of the production of a protein sample, the NMR data acquisition, the assignment

of resonance frequencies to atoms in the protein sequence, the assignment of the NOE cross

peaks to pairs of protons in close proximity and the subsequent conversion into distance
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Protein sample preparation

NMR spectroscopy

Figure 1 1 Protocol for a NMR structure détermination after producinq a NMR protein

sample, NMR spectroscopic experiments are performed The analysis of the collected data

consists first of the NMR assignment, where evert] resonance frequency observed m the

NMR spectra has to be assigned to a given atom m the protein sequence The cross peaks

in the NOESY spectrum are subsequently assiqned to atom pans Every atom pair yields a

distance restraint that is used as input for a molecular dynamics algorithm which will pro

duce the solution structure, which is represented by a bundle of conformers The Radar

alqonthm described m Chapter 3 performs automatically the three last steps (highlighted

by a red dashed bor) in an iterative fashion, m conjunction with a restrained molecular

dynamics algorithm
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restraints, which are finally submitted to a restrained molecular dynamics algorithm. An

outline of this work flow is represented in Fig. 1.1.

1.1 NMR experiments

Nuclear magnetic resonance can occur for all nuclei with a nonzero nuclear spin angular

momentum / (Cavanagh et al., 1996). These nuclei are called "NMR-active1". At equi¬

librium, the different energy states in a static magnetic fields are unequally populated

according to a Boltzmann distribution. The population differences between states of dif¬

ferent energy difference increase with the strength of the applied magnetic field B0 and

decreases with increasing temperature. NMR spectroscopy aims at observing proteins in

their natural environment, thus the protein has to be kept at ambient temperatures. It

becomes imperative to use the strongest magnetic fields that are available. Even in the

case of a typical commercially available NMR spectrometer with an 11.7 T magnetic field

strength, the population difference between the two energy levels of a ^-spin is only

1 in 105 spins. Since the population differences influence directly the sensitivity of any

spectroscopic technique, NMR is insensitive compared to other spectroscopic techniques

such as optical spectroscopy.

As in other areas of spectroscopy, transitions between energy states can be stimulated

by applying electromagnetic radiation, here in the form of radio-frequency (rf ) pulses.

The system will return to the ground state by relaxation pathways (see Section 1.4).

Compared to other forms of spectroscopy, NMR is characterized by excited energy states

with long lifetimes (typically in the range of seconds), which enables complex schemes of

successive rf pulses, that produce a series of transitions between excited energy states.

The length of the rf-pulse used to excite the NMR sample can be varied to induce desired

1Of practical interest are only nuclei with i" = | ,
since nuclei with a quantum number larger than

\ possess electric quadrupolar moments that arise from the non-spherical nuclear charge distributions,

which ultimately results in faster relaxation.
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state populations: A rf-pulse that will lead to complete inversion of the populations of

the two Zeeman energy-levels is called 7r-pulse. The |-pulse will produce a system with

equal population in both states.

The most simple NMR experiment can be implemented using a single |-pulse. The

macroscopic magnetization M0 will be along the z-axis, till the pulse (along the x-axis)

tilts the magnetization orthogonal to the z-axis. If a receiver records magnetization along

the y-axis, the observed magnetization takes the form of a free induction decay (FID).

To analyze the frequencies involved, a Fourier-transformation can be applied, yielding a

spectrum with a single Lorentzian line shape.

As soon as the spins / and S are sufficiently close, mutual coupling between the nuclear

dipoles can occur and dipole-dipole relaxation (through-space coupling) can be observed

(see section 1.4). This will induce the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) and allows NOE

spectroscopy (NOESY). Stronger couplings between two spins are induced if chemical

bonds are present (through-bond coupling). This scalar coupling
J

is is mediated by the

electrons present in the chemical bond and will lead to a modified energy level diagram

and subsequently a different set of allowed transitions between energy states. Experi¬

mentally, this will result in a spectrum with not only two line shapes at their respective

resonance frequencies ui and us, but a spectrum where each of these line shapes will be

split into two components at ux ± tiJis, respectively.

It is possible to design experiments with two or more dimensions by including indirectly

detected evolution periods into the experimental scheme. While a ID spectrum can be

recorded very quickly, every data point in an indirect dimension corresponds to a FID

that needs to be recorded. Thus the total duration of a multidimensional experiment is

proportional to the product of the number of points in the indirect dimensions times the

duration of a single FID. Since the system should be in the same state at the begin of

every FID, a waiting period needs to be applied between two FIDs till the populations

of the different states corresponds again to the Boltzmann distribution imposed by the
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temperature bath. For a small protein this delay is on the order of a second, for larger

proteins with fast relaxation in the hundreds of Milli-seconds (see also section 1.4). Due to

time constraints, high dimensionality goes often directly with a lower number of points per

dimension, which - besides low spectral resolution - will often lead to FID truncation, and

after Fourier transformation to artifacts. Signal processing theory proposes some tools to

alleviate these problems such as apodiziation of truncated artifacts and linear prediction

(Giintcrt ct al, 1992).

To produce useful rnulti-dimensional NMR experiments, the inclusion of mixing periods is

necessary. Most interactions between spins can be described by coupling constants. Un¬

der the influence of the coupling, coherence can be transferred from one spin to the other.

Complex elements can be designed employing only |- and 7r-radiofrcqucncy-pulses and

waiting periods, that will allow the transfer of polarization between desired states. The

correct choice of delays and pulses allows experiments such as the 2D-correlation spec¬

trum (COSY) (Aue et al., 1976) that correlates lK with other XH using the three-bond

scalar coupling. In section 1.4, another type of homonuclear spectroscopy, the NOESY

experiment, will be discussed.

Typical hetcronuclear experiments such as the HNCA (Kay et al., 1990) are characterized

by a series of INEPT steps (Morris and Freeman, 1979), that carry magnetization from

the 1HJV over the amide 15N to the 13Ca and back out again for detection of the direct

dimension. In between, evolution periods allow the characterization of the resonance fre¬

quencies of the involved 15N and 13CQ nuclei. This type of experiments with three different

species of nuclei is called triple-resonance experiment. It is also possible to mix homo- and

heteronuclear steps, to obtain, e.g. ,
15N-heteronuclear resolved [1H,1H]-NOESY-spectra.

The additional dimension is in this case used to obtain better resolution than in a corre¬

sponding 2D homonuclear spectrum.

Most experiments exploit a single coherence transfer mechanism and suppress all others.

Incomplete suppression and magnetization leakage will lead to spectral artifacts, such as
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the presence of NOE (nuclear Overhauser effect) peaks in TOCSY spectra (Griesinger

et al., 1988).

1.2 Chemical shift and protein structure

A 1H-nucleus in a magnetic field Bq — 11.7 T will have a Larmor frequency luq=500

MHz. The NMR spectrum of a protein in solution would only contain a single line at this

resonance frequency for all its 1H-atoms, which would make it impossible to distinguish

between individual atoms. However, many effects exist that modify the magnetic field

at the location of any given nucleus and its resonance frequency in the NMR spectrum.

The deviation from cu0 due to local field variations is called the chemical shift 5 (usually

expressed in parts-per-million (ppm) of the static magnetic field).

The resonance frequency of any nucleus may be modified by the chemical bonds it is

involved in. A 1H-nucleus bound to a 13C-nucleus will have a markedly different chemical

shift than if the same 1H-nuclcus would be bound to a 15N-nucleus. Still, the effects of

local chemistry will not be sufficient to resolve the thousands of 1H-nuclei that make up

a medium-sized protein.

Through effects such as dipole-dipole coupling or two- and three-bond scalar coupling,

other nuclei in the surroundings influence the local magnetic field and the resonance fre¬

quency of any nucleus. In practice, two atoms have never identical surroundings, thus the

spectrum is well dispersed for a folded protein, provided that sufficient resolution of the

line shapes can be achieved. Frequency overlap becomes a severe problem as soon as the

combination of line widths, number of resonance lines and technical limitations cannot

accommodate the resolution of individual resonances.

For some atom types, the values of the three-bond scalar coupling constants (Karplus,

1959) can show a strong dependence on the dihedral angle spanned by the involved

atoms. Especially in the protein backbone, this can lead to information on the local
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structure just from the values of the chemical shifts of certain backbone atoms. Since reg¬

ular secondary structure elements arc characterized by specific backbone dihedral angles

(Wiithrich, 1986), the backbone chemical shifts inform particularly well on the presence

and extent of these regular secondary structure elements (Luginbiihl et al., 1995). Nowa¬

days, the use of 13Ca and 13C/3 chemical shifts is routine for this type of analysis. Due to

their independence from structural distance restraints, they can be used as additional in¬

put for structure determinations by NMR to supplement NOE-derived distance restraints

(Güntert et al, 1991a,b, 2000).

Aromatic rings are noted as a source for some of the strongest contributions to the chem¬

ical shift in folded proteins (Wiithrich, 1986). The external magnetic field induces an

electrical current on the delocalized electrons of the aromatic ring systems, which in turn

influences the local magnetic field of surrounding atoms. The strength and sign of this

effect is highly dependent on the relative orientation of the influenced atom to the plane

of the aromatic ring.

It should be noted that the size of the chemical shift relative to the Larmor frequency

induced by the static magnetic field Bo is usually in the range of 10~6 -10~8, which puts

severe requirements on the homogeneity of the external magnetic field. Modern com¬

mercial NMR-spectrometers show typically a magnetic field deviation of less than 10~9.

The XH chemical shift range in a typical protein ranges from -2 to 12 ppm (for a 11.7 T-

spectrometer with a :H Larmor frequency of 500 MHz, this is a range of 499.999-500.006

MHz).

1.3 Assignment of resonances to atoms in the protein

sequence

The first time-consuming task is the sequence-specific resonance assignment problem.

The NMR experiments that were recorded provide a set of many resonance frequencies
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and correlations between NMR-active atoms. While several sequence-specific resonance

assignment approaches exist, all have a common overall methodology: from a starting

resonance, other related resonances are identified and grouped into "spin systems". The

spin-systems are then linked into chains of varying length. Using knowledge of the pri¬

mary protein sequence and often general statistical information, such as amino-acid spe¬

cific chemical shifts in proteins, it will be possible to map some of these chains onto the

protein sequence, thus reducing the overall complexity of the remaining problem. In an

iterative approach, it may then be possible to assign all elements of a spin system onto

atoms in the protein sequence.

The first assignment strategy (Wiithrich, 1986) uses only 2D homonuclear proton spec¬

troscopy, and thus requires no isotope labeling of the protein. Usually, a pH/Hj-COSY

(or an equivalent spectrum such as a pH/Hj-TOCSY (Griesinger et al., 1988)) and a

[1H,1H]-NOESY are the only required spectra. Statistical knowledge allows identification

of a spectral region in the correlation spectrum which 1HiV-1Ha! cross peaks arc typically

found (the so-called fingerprint region of the protein). For each such starting point, it

is possible to walk outwards in the sidechain of the residue, moving onto H^-atoms and

further out. All atoms linked to one of the starting cross peaks form a spin system. The

number of atoms in each spin system and chemical shift statistics of the individual systems

allow a rough grouping of the spin systems into classes, some classes containing just a sin¬

gle amino acid type, other classes have several candidates (Wiithrich, 1986). The NOESY

spectrum is then used to establish sequential connectivities between the spin-systems: the

distance between a 1H7V and the 1Ua of the preceding residue is - independent of the ter¬

tiary structure - always inferior to 3.55 Â and thus visible as a strong signal in the

fingerprint region (Billeter et al., 1982). Chains of adjacent spin systems can be formed

by these sequential connectivities. The last step consists of scanning the primary sequence

for occurrences of the groups of spin systems that were established previously. For small

proteins (up to 100 residues), this mapping is unambiguous as soon as the chains exceed

3-4 spin systems in length. It may become difficult to extent the chains if the overlap

in the fingerprint region becomes too high. To reduce overlap, this methodology can be
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extended in a straight-forward way to three-dimensional heteronuclear-resolved spectra

if isotope labeling was performed (Fesik and Zuiderweg, 1990, 1988).

If the protein was enriched in both 13C and 15N, another scheme becomes possible (Kay

et al., 1990). Here, two triple-resonance spectra such as a HNCA and a HN(CO)CA

are necessary. Sequential connectivities can be obtained, since the one-bond coupling

constant between the amide 15N and the intra-residual 13C° has almost the same size as

the two-bond coupling constant between the amide 15N and 13CQ! of the preceding residue.

In this way, chains of spin systems composed of the backbone atoms 1HiV, 15N and 13Ca

can be linked. It is possible to use other correlation spectra to extend from each amide

proton outward into its sidechain and continue in an analogous strategy as described

above. Since the protein is labeled, more complex correlation experiments can be used to

facilitate this task.

It is also possible to map the 13C° chemical shift onto the protein primary sequence using

statistical knowledge of typical chemical shift specific to certain amino acids. If the chains

are sufficiently long, this method is very efficient. Inclusion of experiments that will also

yield the 13C/Î chemical shifts allows unambiguous mapping for most chains as soon as two

residues are linked into a chain (Giintert et al., 2000). This procedure can be performed

efficiently in a semi-automated fashion (Bartels et al., 1995; Keller, 2004; Giintert et al.,

2000). Although some fully automated procedures for automated polypeptide backbone

assignment (Bartels et al, 1996, 1997; Zimmerman et al., 1997; Huang et al., 2005a) were

proposed, none is presently in wide-spread use. Sidechain assignment is widely considered

to be more difficult to automate due to the lack of a generally applicable strategy, however,

the fully automated amino acid sidechain assignment algorithm ASCAN (Fiorito et al.,

2006a) showed great promise by using NOESY- and optionally COSY-type NMR spectra

to obtain up to 90% of all amino acid sidechain assignments.
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1.4 Relaxation in NMR

Unlike optical spectroscopy, relaxation to lower energy states by spontaneous or stimulated

emission of photons is highly inefficient. The transition probability W for a photon with

energy E — hw is

*-*£ (1.D

where 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus, h and c the usual physical constants.

A XH atom in a magnetic field of 11.7 T has a Larmor frequency of 500 MHz and thus

a low transition probability of W = 10~21 s"1. NMR energy states have long life times

compared to other spectroscopic methods, since only inefficient relaxation pathways are

available.

NMR relaxation generally occurs by coupling of spins to the surroundings, which is com¬

posed of the spins of atoms in the protein, but also of spins of other molecules that are

present in the solution (notable are, e.g., water molecules and relaxation enhancement

agents) (Neuhaus and Williamson, 2000; Cavanagh et al., 1996; Luginbühl and Wiithrich,

2002). One distinguishes between 71-relaxation, also called longitudinal relaxation, and

T2 or transverse relaxation. Longitudinal relaxation is caused by direct, non-adiabatic

energy exchange between the spin and its surroundings. An important source of longi¬

tudinal relaxation is the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE). Assuming a simple case with

two isolated nuclei with spin 1 (the "isolated spin approximation" [ISA]) ,
the magnitude

of the transition probability W depends on the strength of the local field Binc at the site

of one nucleus due to the presence of the other nuclear dipole2. Since the size of the local

field depends on the distance between the dipoles (Bioc ~ r~3), the following relationship

for the size of the homonuclear nuclear Overhauser effect between two nuclear dipoles /

and S, situated at a distance ris, is obtained

NOE{I,S) = f(rc)-rjl (1.2)

2Further variations of practical interest in Bioc may arise through intramolecular motions, intermolec-

ular motions (e.g. , paramagnetic relaxation agents present in solution) or quadrupolar relaxation (if
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where f(rc) is a modulation by stochastic rate processes
- such as Brownian motion -

with an effective correlation time rc (Gordon and Wiithrich, 1978; Wagner and Wiithrich,

1979). Thus, by measuring the size of the NOE, it is possible to gain structural infor¬

mation. If more than two spins are present in the system, the NOE relaxation pathway

between the two spins of interest will compete with other relaxation pathways. As a conse¬

quence, the NOE-derived distance restraints are not used in practice as accurate distance

restraints, but as upper limit boundaries during the restrained molecular dynamics.

Eq. 1.2 assumes that rrs is constant over time, which is typically not the case as soon as

intramolecular motions are present. Due to the strong ^-proportionality, this will lead

to a systematic overestimation of distances in mobile regions.

1.5 NOE cross peak identification and assignment

The dispersion of chemical shifts in a folded protein covers only a small range. The inclu¬

sion of different atom types will increase the dispersion dramatically, but alas not up to

the point, where every resonance is well separated from all others. Since line widths and

spectral resolution are both limited, a certain uncertainty exists in the exact resonance

frequency of every atom. Furthermore, the sequence-specific resonance assignment pro¬

cedure as described in section 1.3 introduces additional uncertainty. If a set of different

experiments were used, minute differences in experimental conditions such as tempera¬

ture or pH may result in small chemical shift variations, often aggravated by the fact that

different samples had to be used, due to limited protein stability. Every procedure needs

to consider these frequency variations, e.g., by using chemical shift tolerances.

Thus, for a given cross peak in a NOESY spectrum, often more than one possibility exists

to assign this cross peak to a pair of atoms. Some information may help in discrimi¬

nating between possibilities: many cross peak assignments are imposed by the primary

structure or regular secondary structure elements, other assignment possibilities may be

easily excluded if some prior knowledge of the 3D structure exists. Most automated pro-
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cedures operate in iterations of assigning a safe set of signals, calculating a preliminary

structure and then assigning more signals using the preliminary structure. Also interac¬

tive procedures often assign the most difficult signals by using structural knowledge from

intermediate structures with lower resolution.

The first step of NOE cross peak assignment consists of the identification of NMR signals

("peak picking"), i.e., fixing the NMR signal's frequency position of the NMR signals in

the spectrum. In iterative approaches, software such as XEASY (Bartels et al., 1995),

Cara (Keller, 2004) or Sparky (Goddard and Kneller, 2004) helps a user collecting the

frequency lists that he has to determine himself. Semi-automated approaches use auto¬

mated peak picking software (Klcywegt et al, 1990; Garrett et al., 1991; Antz et al., 1995;

Koradi et al, 1998; Goddard and Kneller, 2004) to generate frequency lists, however the

NOE assignment has is still left to the user. A fully automated approach is implemented by

the Atnos algorithm (Herrmann et al., 2002b), which is designed for automated NOESY

spectral analysis as part of an iterative structure calculation procedure. Most automated

procedures determine the peak intensity or the peak volume automatically, otherwise an

appropriate peak integration scheme needs to be chosen.

Automatic procedures often incorporate artifact discrimination routines to remove typi¬

cal artifacts such as FID truncation artifacts. Knowledge of a preliminary structure will

often be used to remove such erroneous signals in manual and automated procedures alike.

NOE cross peak assignment compares the cross peak frequencies to the frequencies ob¬

tained during resonance assignment and select likely candidates from here. Candidates are

then ranked according to all available information. Some automated procedures will se¬

lect only unambiguous assignments as in the NOAH procedure (Mumenthaler et al., 1997)

and AURELIA (Neidig et al., 1995) ,
others can also use peaks with several assignment

possibilities, such as ARIA (Nilges, 1995, 1997; Linge et al, 2001), AUTOSTRUCTURE

(Huang et al., 2005a) and Candid (Herrmann et al., 2002a) by using ambiguous distance

restraints (Nilges, 1995). The Candid algorithm (Herrmann et al., 2002a) introduced
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the concept of mutual network support as an additional ranking criterion usable in the

absence of a preliminary structure.

1.6 Distance restraints

As seen in Eq. 1.2, the intensity of the NOE correlates to the distance between the atom

pair, however the calibration constant / needs to be determined. Often, this constant is

assumed to be the same over the whole protein to simplify the procedure3. If prelimi¬

nary structural information is available, the structure-derived distances can be calibrated

against the NOE-derived intensities. If no structural information is available, it is pos¬

sible to determine the calibration constant by using theoretical or statistical information

on the distribution of distances in typical proteins (such as minimal, average or maximal

distances) (Giintert et al., 1997).

Systematic errors in the calculation of distances can occur if different mobility regimes

exist in the system of interest. Furthermore, errors due to NOE overcstimation and in¬

tegration errors due to varying line shape or line shape overlap will be preserved in the

distance conversion.

Ambiguous NOE cross peak assignments can be converted into ambiguous distance re¬

straints (Nilges, 1995). Normally, every single distance restraint has to fulfilled in a

structure calculation, while for an ambiguous restraint, only one of the ambiguous assign¬

ment possibilities of the restraint set has to be fulfilled. An extension of this concept was

introduced by the Candid algorithm (Herrmann et al., 2002a) by combining (unrelated)

long-range restraints. To reduce the impact of artifacts that would result in long-range re¬

straints, a high-ranking restraint is combined with a low-ranking restraint. This methods

increases the number of distance restraints available in the first iterations compared to a

3In interactive structure determinations, a simplified procedure is used occasionally which classifies the

NOE cross peaks into classes ("strong", "medium", "weak") and attributes the same restraint distance

to all members of each class (3 Â, 4 Â, 5 À).
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more conservative method that would have to exclude all low-ranking restraints, which

typically include artifactual signals with adverse effects on the structure calculation.

1.7 Structure calculation

For a medium-sized protein (about 100 residues), a set of several thousand distance re¬

straints can be generated by following the procedure outlined in the previous sections.

A structure calculation algorithm will convert the set of distance information into a 3D

structure.

Almost all structure calculation algorithm operate in close analogy to molecular dynamics

(MD) algorithms (van Gunsteren et al., 1983; Kaptein et al., 1985). MD algorithms use a

protein conformation as starting point, determine the kinetic and potential energy in the

system and attempt to minimize the total energy. Typically potential energy terms for

bond lengths, bond angles, torsion angles. van-der-Waals repulsion forces and Coulomb

forces are taken into account. The experimental NMR distance restraints are used to

create an pseudo-energy potential, either complementing or completely supplanting the

MD potential energy terms (van Gunsteren et al., 1983; Kaptein et al, 1985; Brünger

et al., 1998):

E = Y,h(r-r0)2+ J2 ko(8-e0)2
bonds angles

+ ^2 k$(l + cos(n$ + S)) + Y^j M$-<5)2
dihedrals irnpropers

+ J2 (max(0,(sRmm)2-R2))2+ £ kdA2d + J^ kaA2a (1.3)
nonbonded distance angle

pairs restraints restraints

Here kx denote the various force constants, r and r0 the actual and correct bond lengths,

6 and 0O the actual and correct bond angles, $ the actual torsion angle, n the number

of minima of the torsion angle potential, Rmm the distance where the van-der-Waals po¬

tential has its minimum, R the actual distance between a non-bonded atom pair, s a

scaling factor and A^ and Aa the distance and angle restraint violation. In contrast to
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classic molecular dynamics, which tries to explore the complete conformational space, the

presented procedure is termed "restrained molecular dynamics" (rMD).

The hybrid energy potential needs to be explored in an efficient manner to find the over¬

all energetic minimum. While a certain range of methods to explore energy landscapes

exist, the most widely used software packages in NMR all use the simulated annealing

approach, which escapes local energy minima by using kinetic energy. Sampling of the

conformational space is achieved by performing the same calculation several times start¬

ing from different starting conformations, resulting not in a single structure but a bundle

of conformers, of which a subset with the lowest energies is chosen to represent the NMR

structure of the protein. No assumption is made that a single unique 3D structure exists,

and thus the individual conformers are to be regarded as typical members of the con¬

formational space spanned by the experimental data and not as average 3D structures

(Braun et al., 1981).

A family of software derived from the X-Plor package (Briinger et al, 1986; Badger

et al., 1999) implements restrained MD using simulated annealing in Cartesian coordi¬

nates. The most used software packages in NMR are Cns (Briinger et al, 1998) and

X-Plor-NIH (Schwieters et al., 2003).

The most efficient treatment (in terms of CPU time) of NOE distance restraints can be

achieved in torsion angle space, due to the strong reduction of the number of degrees of

freedom when compared to Cartesian coordinates. Bond lengths and bond angles are kept

fixed and cannot be varied by the algorithm, reducing the complexity further. The NMR

software packages Diana (Giintert and Wiithrich, 1991) and Dyana (Giintert et al.,

1997) are in thus faster by an order of magnitude than a comparable Cns structure calcu¬

lation (see also section 3.3.2.3). Additional algorithms such as Habas, Glomsa (Giintert

et al., 1991a) and FOUND (Giintert et al., 1998) are implemented to facilitate the use of

complementary sources of structural information such as chemical shifts, coupling con¬

stants and angle restraints.
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Two alternatives to restrained MD using simulated annealing approaches should be men¬

tioned. Inferential structure determinations (Ricping et al, 2005) use Baycsian probabil¬

ity theory for an exhaustive data analysis. The energy landscape is explored by using a

Monte Carlo approach. This method provides an objective figure of merit and improves

structural quality. However, current implementations are reported to be several orders

of magnitude slower than state-of-the-art software using simulated annealing restrained

molecular dynamics, making this method in its present form unsuited for current com¬

puter infrastructures.

The Clouds approach (Grishaev and Llinas, 2002a,b) operates only on lists of peak

lists derived from NMR spectra and does not require any previous resonance assignment.

Every occurrence of a peak - also in non-NOESY spectra - is interpreted as a distance

restraint between two or more atoms represented by resonance frequencies. The set of all

restraints is then applied to a cloud of free-floating unbonded atoms. If the restraints are

sufficiently dense, the atoms should float into their correct positions within the structure.

While this concept shows a way toward a much faster NMR data pipeline than the one

described in this chapter, the approach has not been applied successfully in a realistic

case so far. The BACUS algorithm (Grishaev and Llinas, 2004) tries to overcome the

convergence difficulties by combining the Clouds approach with a Bayesian statistical

treatment.

A measure of the convergence of the restrained MD simulation is necessary for the eval¬

uation of success. While Bayesian statistical treatments usually offer an inherent figure-

of-merit, simulated annealing approaches measure the remaining energy in the system.

Dyana uses a residual target function that is composed of the sum of the squares of

the distance restraint violations versus the obtained bundle of conformers. A violation

analysis is often performed in order to derive a better set of input restraints for a new

structure calculation. In interactive procedures, often the peak volumes are manually

adapted to correct for overlap or baseline distortion effects. Systematic small violations
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may be corrected by a better calibration of the peak intensities versus the distances,

often using a preliminary 3D structure. Strongly violated long-range distance restraint

are cither due to spectral artifacts, which have to be eliminated from the original input,

or wrong or missing resonance frequency assignments, which need to be corrected. By

employing fully automated iterative procedures of peak picking, NOE cross peak assign¬

ment and structure calculations it is possible to incorporate the results of the distance

restraint violation analysis into peak picking (Herrmann et al, 2002b) and NOE cross

peak assignment (Herrmann et al., 2002a) in an unbiased way.

1.8 Structure refinement

To optimize convergence and calculation times, the hybrid energy function used during

the course of the restrained molecular dynamics calculation is most strongly influenced by

the experimental NMR restraints. Thus, the obtained bundle of conformers is not repre¬

senting all aspects of a regular solution structure correctly. Dyana uses no electrostatic

potentials during the course of the calculation. To correct this and other problems, the

conformers are usually submitted to an additional round of restrained molecular dynamics

simulation in a more realistic potential. While it would be feasible to run a full MD run

(without the pseudo-energy terms derived from the NOE data), this is in practice rarely

done to prevent inconsistencies between the energy-minimized structure and the NOE

data.

The X-Plor software family (Briinger et al., 1986; Badger et al., 1999; Briinger et al.,

1998; Schwieters et al, 2003) contains the necessary energy potentials for such an ap¬

proach. In practice, it is up to the user to decide on an appropriate protocol (typically,

first a restrained MD run using almost exclusively the NOE-derived pseudo-energy poten¬

tial is performed, where toward the end the contribution from the more realistic potentials

arc scaled up). The resulting structure will always be close to the structure that would

be obtained using only the NOE-derived pseudo-energy potential.
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The structure refinement of Dyana conformers uses the separate program OPALp (Koradi

et al., 2000; Luginbühl et al., 1997), to which the conformers and the distance restraints are

provided as input. The energy-refinement is performed in a water shell using the Amber

force field (Cornell et al., 1995). By choosing an explicit solvent, interactions between the

protein and the surrounding water molecules (such as trapped water molecules) can be

represented in the solution structure. The overall structure is only marginally changed

(typically by less than 0.5 Â). The consecutive use of DYANA and OPALp is faster by

several magnitudes than the typical protocols used with X-Plor.



Chapter 2

NMR measurements and solution

structure determinations

2.1 Studies of Calreticulin P-domain fragments

In the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), two homologous lectin chaperons, Calnexin (CNX)

and Calreticulin (CRT), assist the folding and quality control of proteins carrying N-

linked glycans (Helenius et al., 2002). Whereas CNX is membrane-bound, CRT is a

soluble lumenal protein. Both proteins interact specifically with glycoproteins carrying

a glycan with a single glucose unit. Release from CNX and CRT is ensured by glucosi-

dase II, which removes the remaining glucose from the glycan. Once the glycoprotein has

adopted its native structure upon release, it is free to leave the endoplasmic reticulum and

proceed along the secretory pathway. Alternatively, if it is still not correctly folded, the

glycoprotein is recognized by the UDP-Glc:glycoprotein glucosyltransferase, which thus

serves as a folding sensor. By re-adding a glucose unit to the glycan, this enzyme pro¬

motes renewed association with CNX and CRT. Both chaperons also cooperate with the

thiol-disulfide oxidorcductase ERp57. Invivo, ERp57 promotes disulfide bond formation

in glycoprotein substrates bound by CNX and CRT through the formation of transient

intermolecular disulfide bonds. Overall, the CNX/CRT chaperon system increases folding

efficiency, and prevents aggregation and premature endoplasmic reticulum exit of newly

synthesized glycoproteins.
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Both CNX and CRT contain a central proline-rich region, the 'P-domain'. It consists

of two types of sequence repeats with 17 residues (type 1) and 14 residues (type 2),

respectively. CNX contains four repeats of each type arranged in a '11112222' fash¬

ion, whereas CRT contains three repeats of each type in a '111222' arrangement. The

three-dimensional structures (Schräg et al., 2001; Ellgaard et al., 2001a,b,c) of the CNX

and CRT P-domains are highly similar, except for the presence of the additional pair of

sequence repeats in CNX. The CRT P-domain comprising residues 189-288, CRT(189-

288), forms an extended hairpin fold with the N- and C-termini in close proximity. The

structure is stabilized by three short anti-parallel /3-sheets and three small hydrophobic

clusters, each involving two tryptophyl rings packed against the aliphatic sidechains of a

prolyl and a lysyl residue. The presence of the three equidistantly spaced /3-sheets and

the three hydrophobic clusters reflects clearly the three-fold repetition of sequence repeats

in CRT(189-288).

The CRT P-domain interacts with the co-chaperon ERp57 through residues 225-251 at

the tip of the P-domain structure (Frickel et al, 2002) as shown by NMR studies using

the TROSY technique (Pervushin et al, 1997, 1998). Thus, in the binary CRT-ERp57

complex, the lectin domain, the P-domain and ERp57 appear to form a partially solvent-

shielded "reaction chamber", where folding of the bound glycoprotein could take place

while access for other folding intermediates and chaperons is restricted.

2.1.1 Solution structure of CRT(221-256)

To confirm the topology of the Calreticulin P-domain, a smaller, not isotope enriched

fragment from residue 221 to 256 was produced (Ellgaard et al., 2002). This fragment is

centered around the hairpin tip and contains exclusively residues involved in the forma¬

tion of the hydrophobic cluster and the /3-sheet nearest to the hairpin tip.

The assignment was based on sequential NOEs, using standard homonuclear procedures
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(Wiithrich, 1986). All 31 intra-residual 1HA-1H°: resonances expected in the homonuclear

2D pH^HI-DQF-COSY spectrum (Aue et ai., 1976; Ranee et al, 1983) were identified,

and the spin system identifications were obtained from a 2D pH/Hj-TOCSY spectrum

(Griesinger et al., 1988). In a 2D pH/Hj-NOESY with a mixing time rm=60 ms, sequen¬

tial djVa-NOE connectivities were observed for all non-proline residues, and sequential

do«î-N0E connectivities were identified for all 7 Xxx-Pro dipeptide segments. The assign¬

ments arc complete except for W1 of His224.

A total of 1493 unassigned NOE cross peaks were used along with the chemical shift lists

derived from the sequence-specific assignments as input for the automated NOE assign¬

ment program Candid (Herrmann et al., 2002a) in conjunction with the torsion angle

dynamics algorithm DYANA (Giintert et al., 1997). In addition, scalar coupling constants

were extracted from a 2D pH/Hj-E.COSY spectrum (Griesinger et al., 1987) and con¬

verted into 102 dihedral angle restraints using the program Found (Giintert et al, 1998).

The Candid/DYANA calculation yielded 448 meaningful NOE upper distance limits for

CRT(221-256) as well as the NMR structure. The 20 conformers of the CandID/Dyana

cycle 7 with the lowest residual Dyana target function values were energy-minimized in a

water shell with the program OPALp (Luginbühl et al, 1997), using the Amber force field

(Cornell et al, 1995). Table 2.1 shows an overview of the input for the structure calcula¬

tion and the characterization of the energy-minimized NMR structure of CRT(221-256).

Fig. 2.1 (a) shows the energy-minimized NMR structure of CRT(221 256).

CRT(221-256) forms a stable fold with a core of 32 residues, which retains the structural

features of the corresponding polypeptide segment in CRT( 189-288). This 36-residue

polypeptide is thus of keen interest, on the one hand because it represents one of the

smallest known polypeptides forming a stable non-helical structure in the absence of

disulfide bonds or metal ions, and on the other hand because it comprises all residues

involved in direct interactions between the CRT P-domain and ERp57 (Frickel et al.,

2002). Isothermal titration microcalorimetry performed at 8°C detected a measurable

heat effect upon mixing of the two proteins (Ellgaard et al., 2002). The system reached
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saturation with increasing molar ratio of CRT(221-256) to ERp57, and the shape of the

resulting titration curve corresponds to a typical binding isotherm with 1:1 stoichiometry.

The data could be fitted with a dissociation constant of (5.1±0.7) 10~6 M, as compared

to the value of (9.1±3.0) 10~6 M previously determined for the interaction of ERp57 with

the intact P-domain (Frickel et al., 2002).

2.1.2 Solution structure of CRT(230-247)

Since the Calreticulin P-domain from residues 221 to 256 proved to be an independently

folding unit, the question could be asked whether the hydrophobic core at the tip of the

Calreticulin P-domain was able to fold on its own without the single /3-sheet of CRT(221-

256). The construct in question should include all residues involved in the binding of

CRT to ERp57. Thus, a construct from residues 230 to 247 was selected and expressed.

A comparison of the one-dimensional XH-NMR spectra of CRT(221-256) and CRT(230-

247) (Fig. 2.3) already indicated clearly that the smaller fragment was also folded and

a highly similar structure was to be expected. Using the same standard homonuclear

procedures (Wiithrich, 1986) as in the case of the structure determination of CRT(221

256) (section 2.1.1), 115 *H resonance assignments were obtained. From a 2D pH/H]-

NOESY with a mixing time rm=60 ins, 704 NOE cross peaks were obtained and used

along with the chemical shift lists derived from the sequence-specific assignments as input

for a structure calculation consisting of 7 iterations of the programs CANDID (Herrmann

et al., 2002a) and Dyana (Giintert et al., 1997). The calculations yielded 210 meaningful

NOE upper distance limits for CRT(230-247) as well as the NMR structure. The 20

conformers of the Candid/Dyana cycle 7 with the lowest residual DYANA target function

values were energy-minimized in a water shell with the program OPALp (Luginbühl et al.,

1997), using the Amber force field (Cornell et al., 1995). The input for the structure

calculation and the characterization of the energy-minimized NMR structure of CRT(230 -

247) is summarized in Table 2.1. Fig. 2.2 shows the energy-minimized NMR structure

of CRT(230-247). In addition, a comparison with the NMR structure of CRT(221-256)

(Fig. 2.1 (a)) reveals a highly similar fold and 3D structure (the r.m.s. deviation between
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Table 2.1: Input for the structure calculation and characterization of the energy-minimized

NMR structures of CR.T(221-256) and CRT(230-247)

Quantity0 CRT(221-256) CRT(230-247)

NOE upper distance limits 448 210

Dihedral angle restraints 102 58

Residual target function (Â2) 0.34 ± 0.08 0.18 ± 0.09

Residual distance restraint violations

Number [ > 0.1 Â] 2 ± 1 1 ± 1

Maximum (Â) 0.12 ± 0.07 0.14 ±0.10

Residual dihedral angle restraint violations

Number [ > 2.5 degrees] 1 ± 1 0±0

Maximum (degrees) 2.81 ± 0.05 0.83 ± 0.70

AMBER energies (kcal/mol)

Total -658.36 ± 61.35 -36.62 ± 24.30

Van der Waals -68.38 ± 5.07 -33.10 ± 4.61

Electrostatic -927.17 ± 60.28 -153.61 ± 42.34

r.m.s. deviations from ideal geometry

Bond lengths (À) 0.0071 ± 0.0002

Bond angles (degrees) 1.892 ± 0.046

r.m.s. deviation to the mean coordinates (Â)6

N, Ca, C (223-254) 0.43 ± 0.13 n. a.

All heavy atoms (223-254) 0.98 ± 0.13 n. a.

N, Ca, C (230-247) 0.47 ± 0.12 0.74 ± 0.22

All heavy atoms (230-247) 1.32 ± 0.21 1.18 ± 0.22

a

Except for the top two entries, the average value and the standard deviation characterize the 20

energy-minimized conformers that are used to represent each NMR structure.

The numbers in parentheses indicate the residues for which the r.m.s.d. was calculated.
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(a) CRT(221-256)

PRO 246
TRP 236

GLY 256 (C)

LYS 221 (N)

PRO 233

Figure 2.1: NMR, structure of the Calreticulin P-domain fragment 221-256: (a) and

(b) Bundles of the 20 energy-minimized conformers used to represent the NMR struc¬

ture of CRT(221-256) after superposition for best fit of the backbone atoms N, Ca and

C of the residues 223 25Jh (a) All-heavy-atom, presentation of the complete structure.

The polypeptide backbone is colored green, positively charged residues are blue, negatively

charged residues are red, and hydrophobic and polar residues are white, (b) Close-up

view showing the sidechain arrangement of the residues Lys232, Pro 233, Trp236, Trp244

and Pro 246 in CRT(221-256), which are all affected by ring current chemical shifts due

to proximity to the indole rings (Table 2.2). (c) Schematic drawing of one of the 20

CRT(221-256) conformers shown in (a). Lys232, Pro233, Trp236 and Trp244 are shown

in green as space-filling models.
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CRT(221-256)

TRP 244

PRO 24 6, ,**S
JKaÉfc*ÏTRP 236

PRO 247 <C) Jm

ALA 230 (N)

Figure 2.2: NMR structure of the Calreticulin P-domain fragment 230 247: (a) and (b)

Bundles of the 20 energy-minimized conformers used to represent the NMR. structure of

CRT(230-247) after superposition for best fit of the backbone atoms N, Ca and C of the

residues 230-246. The orientation is similar to the. one used in Fig. 2.1. (a) All-heavy-

atorn presentation of the complete structure. The polypeptide backbone is colored cyan, the

rest of the color-code is as described in Fig. 2.1. (b) Close-up view showing the sidechain

arrangement of the residues Lys232, Pro 233, Trp236, Trp244 and Pro 246 in CRT(230-

247) (see Fig. 2.1 for details), (c) Schematic drawing of one of the 20 CRT(230 247)

conformers shown in (a). Lys232, Pro233, Trp236 and Trp244 are shown in green as

space-filling models.
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Figure 2.3: (a) One-dimensional 800 MHz XE-NMR spectrum of CRT(221 -256) at TC.

Resonance assignments are given for selected resonances (see text), (b) One-dimensional

900 MHz ^R-NMR spectrum of CRT(230 -247) at TC
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the mean coordinates of both bundles of conformers is 0.7 Â).

2.1.3 Structure validation by ring current chemical shift calcu¬

lations

In NOE-based NMR structure determinations with marginally stable molecular systems,

for example, residual non-random conformations of polypeptides in denaturing solvents

or truncated fragments of stably folded domains, one may identify combinations of local

features that are not simultaneously present in the same molecules, or detect a global

fold adopted only by a fraction of the ensemble of molecules. It is therefore of critical

importance to further characterize the NMR structure on the basis of parameters with

different ensemble-averaging than the r_6-dependence of the NOEs (see section 1.4).

As described in section 1.2, the chemical shift is directly influenced by the 3D structure of

the protein, especially by contributions coming from ring current chemical shifts. Thus, a

numerical calculation of these ring current contributions based on the NMR structure can

be compared to the random coil chemical shifts of the unfolded protein for an estimation

of the relative populations (Perkins and Wiithrich, 1980).

Calculations of conformation-dependent chemical shifts (Perkins and Wiithrich, 1980) due

to ring current effects were performed with the program MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996)

using the algorithm proposed by Johnson and Bovey (1958). The 20 energy-minimized

conformers of CRT(221 -256) and CRT(230-247) were used as input for these calculations,

and the arithmetic average of the 20 values is listed in Table 2.2.

Using this approach, the chemical shift predictions based on the NMR structures and the

experimental data were found to be in good qualitative agreement (Table 2.2). Based

on previous experience (Perkins and Wiithrich, 1980), the ring current calculations show

that the NMR structures of both CRT(221-256) and CRT(230-247) arc simultaneously

adopted by a high population of the protein molecules in solution at 7°C.
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Table 2.2: Ring current chemical shifts in CRT(221-256) and CRT(230-247).

Observed chemical shift deviations from the random coil values are compared

with the corresponding chemical shift deviations predicted from the ring current

chemical shifts calculated to arise from Trp236 and Trp244-

lH CRT(221-256) CRT(230 247)

A6obs [ppmj AScalc [ppm] Aöobs [ppm] Aöcalc [ppm]

K232HJV -0.83 -0.78 -0.64 -1.32

K232H" -2.56 -4.17 -2.12 -1.73

K232Hft -1.02 -1.06 -1.13 -1.69

K232HÄ -0.95 -0.70 -0.88 -0.77

P233Ha -0.35 -0.28 -0.40 -0.05

P233HÄ 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.19

P233Hft -0.06 -0.05 -0.06 0.10

W244H^ 0.82 0.39 0.66 0.17

W244H<* -1.04 -0.27 -0.81 -0.40

W244H^2 -0.88 -0.57 -1.47 -1.97

W244H"3 -1.98 -1.96 -0.71 -0.64

P246H" -0.98 -1.68 -0.59 -1.40

P246H^2 -0.27 -0.26 -0.33 -0.15

P246HÄ -0.44 -0.33 -0.28 -0.05
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2.2 Studies of snake toxins

2.2.1 Solution structure of Crotamine from Crotalus durissus

terrificus

Crotamine is a polypeptide present in the venom of the South American rattlesnake

Crotalus durissus terrificus. First isolated by Gonçalves and Vieira (1950), Crotamine

contains a single polypeptide chain of 42 amino acid residues (Laure, 1975), containing

six cysteines, which are all involved in disulfide-bonds (Kawano et al., 1982). The globular

conformation of Crotamine is very stable in solution (Hampe et al., 1978).

Crotamine and other myotoxins have been extensively studied, including structural stud¬

ies by SAXS (Beltran et al., 1990), laser-Raman spectroscopy (Kawano et al., 1982), and

XH NMR (Endo et al, 1989; Nicastro et al., 2003). In these previous studies, the cysteine

pairing pattern could not be unambiguously determined by SAXS (Beltran et al, 1990)

or by the NMR structure determination, which was therefore based on ad hoc disulfide

connectivities (Nicastro et al., 2003).

Lyophilized protein was dissolved in 95% H20/5% D20 at pH 5.8, with a final Crotamine

concentration of 1.8 mM. The NMR measurements were performed at 20°C on Bruker

DRX600 and Avance 900 spectrometers.

The spectra collected for the backbone and sidechain assignments were 2D DQF-pH/H]-

COSY (Ranee et al., 1983), 2D pH^Hj-TOCSY (Griesinger et al., 1988) with a mixing

time rm = 60 ms, and 2D prcsat-pH/Hj-NOESY (Kumar et al., 1980) with a mixing time

rm — 60 ms, which was also one of the two datasets used as input for the structure calcu¬

lation. A 2D pH^Hj-NOESY spectrum at 40°C was used to resolve ambiguities caused by

chemical shift overlap at 20°C. In addition, a 2D ^H/HJ-NOESY spectrum in 100 % D20

was used to assign chemical shifts near the water line, and was also the second dataset

in the input for the structure calculation. 2D ^H^-COSY and 2D pH^Nj-COSY
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spectra at natural abundance were collected to verify the resonance assignments. Scalar

coupling constants were derived from a 2D [1H,1H]-E.COSY spectrum (Griesinger et al,

1987).

The sequence-specific *H NMR assignments and the XH chemical shift list for Crotamine

were generated interactively with the program XEASY (Bartels et al, 1995), following

the standard procedure for structure determination using homonuclear NMR spectroscopy

(Wiithrich, 1986). Except for Lys2 and Gln3, all expected backbone amide proton res¬

onances were identified and assigned. All the a-protons and 90% of the carbon-bound

sidechain protons were assigned. The missing assignments are Lys2 (Hê and H£), HislO

(He), Lysl4 (H*), Phe25 (Hc), Lys38 (H£) and Lys39 (H*5 and W). The intra residual

1HiV-1Ha cross peak for Lys35 could not be resolved at 20°C, but was clearly identifiable

at 40°C. A 2D pHpH]-NOESY spectrum in D20 showed strong cross peaks connecting

the resonances Leul9Ha and Pro20H" indicating a eis form for Pro20. Strong cross peaks

connecting Pro20Ha and Pro21H6 indicated the trans form for Pro21. The trans form for

Prol3 was similarly evidenced by NOE cross peaks between Phel2Ha and Pro^H6. Only

one conformation was observed for each of the three prolyl residues.

The structure calculation was performed with the software package Atnos/ Candid/

Dyana, using the amino acid sequence, the chemical shift list and the two aforemen¬

tioned 2D pH/Hj-NOESY spectra as input, as well as the disulfide bond pairing enforced

by the standard set of three upper and three lower distance restraints (Williamson et al,

1985), which was determined by the procedure outlined in section 2.2.2. The standard

protocol with seven cycles of peak picking using Atnos (Herrmann et al, 2002b), NOE as¬

signment using Candid (Herrmann et al, 2002a) and structure calculation using Dyana

(Giintert ct al, 1997) was applied, followed by an energy refinement in a water shell with

the program OPALp (Koradi et al, 2000; Luginbühl et al, 1997), using the Amber force

field (Cornell et al, 1995).

Overall, the new refined structure of Crotamine confirms that the previously reported
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Figure 2.4: NMR structures of Crotamine calculated with and without disulfide bond re¬

straints (Table 2.3). (a) Bundle of 20 DYANA conformers calculated without disulfide

bond restraints. The superposition is for best fit of the backbone atoms N, Ca and C of

the residues 1-39. The backbone is green and the Cys sidechains are yellow, (b) Same as

(a), except that the input for the structure calculation included disulfide bond restraints for

the Cys pairs 4/36, 11/30 and 18/37 (see text). Selected residue positions are indicated

with numbers.
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fold (Nicastro et al, 2003) is correct. An a-helix of residues 1-9 and a subsequent hairpin

place the residues Tyrl, His5 and HislO into a linear alignment, as was previously pointed

out by Endo et al. (1989). The core of the protein is formed by an anti-parallel /3-sheet

constituted by the residues 9-13 and 34-38. A long, non-regular loop connects the two

strands of the /?-shcct. The disulfide bridges connect the /?-sheet to the N-terminal a-helix

(Cys4/Cys36) and to this loop (Cysll/Cys30 and Cysl8/Cys37). All the 9 lysines, with

the sole exception of Lys35, and the two arginines are oriented toward the solvent, so that

Crotamine has extended positively charged molecular surface areas.

2.2.2 Automated disulfide bond determination in globular pro¬

teins using ATNOS/CANDID

To determine the disulfide connectivities of the six cysteines, a novel computational pro¬

tocol consisting of three Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana structure calculations with different

input data was applied (Fadel et al, 2005). A first calculation was exclusively based on

NOE-derived distance restraints and served as a reference. A second calculation addition¬

ally included disulfide connectivities in an analogous way to the treatment of ambiguous

NOE distance restraints (Nilges, 1997, 1995). Three different ambiguous distance re¬

straints to the other five Cys residues were generated for each cysteine, i.e., between its

S7 atom and the S7 atoms of all other cysteines, with upper and lower limits of 2.10 Â

and 2.00 Â, between its S7 atom and the Cß atoms of all other cysteines, with upper

and lower limits of 3.10 À and 3.00 À, and between its C^ atom and the S7 atoms of all

other cysteines, with limits of 3.10 Â and 3.00 Â. The CysS7-CysS7 and CysC^-CysS7

distances obtained in this calculation were then compared with the standard values for

disulfide bonds (Williamson et al, 1985), and likely disulfide connectivities were identified

from close fits. The resulting connectivities were further evaluated from the convergence

of a third Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana calculation, in which each of the thus identified disul¬

fide bridges was constrained by a standard set of three upper and three lower distance

restraints (Williamson et al, 1985).
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Table 2.3: Input for the NMR structure determination of Crotamine with and without

disulfide bond restraints and statistics of the bundle of 20 energy-minimized conformers

used to represent the solution structure.

Quantity" disulfide bond restraints:

- included - not included

NOE upper distance limits

Scalar coupling constants

Dihedral angle restraints

Residual target function (Â2)
Residual distance restraint violations

Number [ > 0.1 À]
Maximum (Â)

Residual dihedral angle restraint violations

Number [ > 2.5 degrees]

Maximum (degrees)
AMBER energies (kcal/mol)

Total

Van der Waals

Electrostatic

r.m.s. deviations from ideal geometry

Bond lengths (À)
Bond angles (degrees)

r.m.s. deviation to the mean coordinates (Â)6

N, Ca, C (1-39)
All heavy atoms (1-39)

r.m.s. deviation between mean coordinates (À)c

509 497

22 22

146 147

0.84 ± 0.25 1.56 ± 0.48

6 ± 2 5±2

0.12 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01

1 ± 1 1 ± 1

3.07 ± 1.22 2.91 ± 1.07

-676.68 ± 64.69 -665.84 ± 69.09

-84.25 ± 6.03 -81.22 ± 8.06

-996.24 ± 58.34 -984.72 ± 68.43

0.0082±0.0003 0.0082±0.0002

2.20 ± 0.09 2.19 ± 0.06

0.50 ± 0.08 0.68 ± 0.09

1.00 ± 0.08 1.17 ±0.15

0.93

a

Except for the top three entries, the average value and the standard deviation characterize the

20 energy-minimized conformers that are used to represent each NMR structure.

The numbers in parentheses indicate the residues for which the r.m.s.d. was calculated.

c
The r.m.s.d. between the mean coordinates of the two bundles of 20 conformers obtained with

and without disulfide bond restraints was calculated for the backbone atoms N, Ca
,
C of

residues 1-39.

I
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The input for the structure calculation package Atnos/Candid/Dyana (Giintert et al,

1997; Herrmann et al, 2002a,b) consisted of the amino acid sequence, the chemical shift

list, 22 scalar coupling constants collected from a 2D pH/Hj-E.COSY spectrum, and two

homonuclear 2D ^H/Hj-NOESY spectra. To determine the disulfide connectivities of the

six cysteines, the results of two Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana calculations with different in¬

put data were compared. The calculation based solely on NOE-derived distance restraints

(Fig. 2.4 (a)), and a calculation, where the updated NOE-derived distance restraints were

in each cycle complemented with ambiguous distance restraints to enforce disulfide con¬

nectivities, yielded two closely similar NMR structures. The three-dimensional structure

obtained with ambiguous disulfide distance restraints showed near-standard CysS7-CysS7

and CysC^-CysS7 distances (Williamson et al, 1985) for only one set of three disulfide

connectivities, and this result allowed the unambiguous assignment of the cysteine pairing

pattern Cys4/Cys36, Cysll/Cys30 and Cysl8/Cys37.

The input for the final Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana structure calculation included unambigu¬

ous distance restraints to enforce the three disulfide bonds identified (see section 2.2.2).

In Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana cycle 7, a total of 1930 NOESY cross peaks were assigned,

which yielded 509 meaningful NOE upper distance limits. The low residual Dyana target

function value of 0.84 ± 0.25 À2 and the average global r.m.s.d. value relative to the mean

coordinates of 0.50 ± 0.08 Â calculated for the backbone atoms of residues 1-39 represent

a high-quality NMR structure determination (Fig. 2.4 (b); Table 2.3).

The two NMR structures calculated with and without unambiguous disulfide restraints

are displayed in Fig. 2.4, and characteristic NMR parameters are listed in Table 2.3.

For both calculations, a low residual Dyana target function value and a small r.m.s.d.

value for the final bundle of 20 conformers were obtained. The numbers of meaningful

upper distance restraints that resulted from the two calculations show only small differ¬

ences, indicating that both calculations made similar use of the spectral information. The

agreement between the results of the two calculations is also manifested by structures that

are very similar in terms of precision and accuracy. Overall, the combination of similar
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values for the residual Dyana target function and the number of meaningful upper dis¬

tance restraints with the r.m.s.d. value of 0.92 Â between the mean coordinates of the two

bundles of 20 conformers supports clearly that the disulfide bonds were correctly assigned.

In conclusion, the software package Atnos/ Candid/Dyana offers an objective avenue

to determine otherwise unknown cysteine pairing patterns by simultaneously performing

NOESY spectral analysis and determination of disulfide connectivity. Depending on the

information content of the available NOE data, ambiguous distance restraints could in

principle be satisfied by more than one set of cysteine pairings, or even by clustering of

three or more cysteines. In the present study, no such ambiguities remained, and for the

identified three disulfide bonds quite exact CysS7-CysS7 and CysC^-CysS7 distances were

found in all 20 conformers used to describe the NMR structure. This observation indicates

that as long as a sufficiently dense NOE network can be experimentally established, as

was done here by exhaustive NOE identification and network-anchoring using the Atnos/

Candid modules, there is a good chance that ambiguous disulfide distance restraints

converge into a single cysteine-paired solution structure of the protein.
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2.3 Studies of bacterial pilus assembly

2.3.1 NMR spectroscopic studies on FimDAr(l-139)

Adhesive type 1 pili from uropathogenic Escherichia coli are filamentous protein com¬

plexes that are attached to the assembly platform FimD in the outer membrane. During

pilus assembly, FimD binds complexes between the chaperone FimC and type 1 pilus

subunits in the periplasm and mediates subunit translocation to the cell surface. FimD

possesses an N-terminal periplasmic domain, FimDjv, comprising residues 1-139, that is

soluble in the absence of detergents (Nishiyarna et al, 2003).

All NMR measurements were performed at 20°C and pH 7.0, either on a Bruker DRX

500 spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe head, or on Bruker DRX 750 and 900

spectrometers. For the sequence-specific resonance assignment, the following experiments

were recorded: 3D HNCA, 3D HNCACB, 3D CBCA(CO)NH, 3D HC(C)H-TOCSY, and

3D HC(C)H-COSY. The datasets used for obtaining the sequence-specific resonance as¬

signments were interactively analyzed using the program CARA (Keller, 2004). Measure¬

ments of heteronuclear ^N-^H} NOEs were performed at 20°C on a Bruker DRX 500

spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe head. The peak volumes in the NOE and

reference spectra were integrated using CARA.

Initial NMR experiments with FimDjv(l-139) showed that this construct is susceptible to

N-terminal degradation when incubated for several days at 25°C and at a concentration of

1 mM, most likely due to minute protease contaminations. Edman sequencing and mass

spectrometry revealed nonspecific N-terminal degradation of FimDjv(l-139) with cleav¬

age after residues Leu9, AlalO, Glnl3, and Ser20. Moreover, measurement of 15N{1H}-

NOEs showed that the segment 1-24 of the polypeptide chain is flexibly disordered (Fig.

2.5). Incubation of the ternary complex formed by FimDjv(1-139), FimC, and the pilin

domain of FimH under identical conditions revealed specific and quantitative cleavage

of FimDjv(l-139) at a single site close to the C-terminus (Alal25), but no N-tcrminal
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degradation was observed. Thus, the segment 25-125 of FimDjv(1-139) adopts a stable

tertiary structure, independent of whether or not the terminal chain segments are present.

Based on these data, further structural studies were performed on the N- and C-terminally

truncated protein fragment FimD^v(25-125) (Nishiyama et al, 2005). FimDN(25-125)

forms a self-folding periplasmic domain that precedes the trans-membrane domain of

FimD.

1sN-CH).NOE-Data for FimD,,

2.00 n

-2.00

-4.00 i 1 1 1 1 1

0 25 50 75 100 125

Protein Sequence

Figure 2.5: Relative intensities of a 15N{1H}-heteronuclear NOESY spectrum to a

["rVHJ-COSy spectrum of FirnDN(1-139). The dashed line at 0.7 indicates the the¬

oretical efficiency of the heteronuclear NOE transfer compared to an INEPT transfer, if

the observed atoms have correlation times on the same order of magnitude as the overall

protein tumbling. Thus, negative deviations from the theoretical value indicate protein

regions with internal backbone mobility on the ns time-scale. The segment 25 125 of

FirnD^ (1-139) adopts a stable tertiary structure.
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Chapter 3

Algorithm and software

development: RADAR

3.1 Introduction

Among all steps in the work flow to obtain a NMR structure, the analysis of the NOESY

spectra to obtain distance restraints is the most tedious one. For an interactive analysis, it

is imperative to inspect every single NOE cross peak and manually provide an unambigu¬

ous assignment. In comparison, the sequence-specific resonance assignment can usually

be obtained by analyzing a small subset of all spectral peaks, due to the redundancy and

small ambiguity found in the correlation spectra.

Automated procedures of iterative NOESY analysis in conjunction with restrained MD

make use of the preliminary structures to reduce the NOE assignment ambiguity and

provide a self-consistent distance restraint set. However, most iterative procedures de¬

pend strongly on the quality and correctness of the initial 3D structure, calculated in

the absence of any structural information. If the initial assignment based exclusively on

chemical shifts is not sufficient to obtain at least a low-resolution tertiary fold of the

protein, the chance of obtaining by an iteration approach the correct 3D structure of the

protein is strongly reduced and doubtful
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The following sections describe the algorithm Atnos and Candid for automated struc¬

ture determinations from raw NMR data, based on which the new Radar algorithm was

developed. The ATNOS algorithm (Herrmann et al, 2002b) determines a peak list from

raw NOESY spectra. The Candid algorithm (Herrmann et al, 2002a) in turn assigns

and converts the NOE cross peaks from the static peaklist into distance restraints for

use with a restrained MD algorithm. Both Atnos and CANDID make iteratively use of

preliminary 3D structures to fully analyze the experimental NMR data.

3.1.1 CANDID

The Candid algorithm (Herrmann et al, 2002a) uses the protein primary amino acid

sequence, sequence-specific resonance assignments and NOE cross peak lists as its input.

It provides NOE assignment, automated violation analysis and NOE intensity/distance

calibration, ranking and filtering of the initial chemical shift-based assignment possibili¬

ties and generation of a set of distance restraints for use with a restrained MD algorithm

in an iterative procedure.

Computer algorithms can analyze many informations simultaneously and thus use ap¬

proaches that are not open to humans. Two such concepts were introduced by Candid

and are of critical importance for the success of the iterative Candid/Dyana approach:

network anchoring and long-range distance restraint combination.

Initially, a chemical shift-based assignment is performed for every NOE cross peak, where

every chemical shift within a certain tolerance window around the peak position is con¬

sidered. For many NOE cross peaks, a highly ambiguous assignment will result. It is thus

required to perform a ranking and filtering of the initial assignment possibilities and to

permit only a smaller subset for each peak to be passed onward to the rMD algorithm.

A weighting of assignment possibilities based on criteria such as the chemical shift fit or

the compatibility with the covalent polypeptide structure and regular secondary struc¬

ture elements is insufficient to overcome the ambiguity problem in many cases, since too
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many long-range connectivities that are of critical important for the 3D structure are not

included if the algorithm is overly harsh in filtering. If the filtering is too permissive, too

many artifacts are converted into distance restraints leading to a possibly incorrect fold.

After ranking and filtering the assignments, previous approaches attempted in the first

cycle of an iterative approach to either use only unambiguous assignments (Mumcnthaler

et al, 1997) or to convert the ambiguous assignments of a NOE cross peak (Nilges, 1995;

Zimmerman et al, 1997; Gronwald ct al, 2002; Linge et al, 2003) into an ambiguous

distance restraint (Nilges, 1995). In later cycles, the preliminary 3D structure can subse¬

quently be used to perform a violation analysis and to reduce the ambiguity of NOE cross

peak assignments. Candid employs all of these techniques, but proposes additionally

network anchoring as a weighting criterion that is based on the embedding of a given

atom pair into the network of all other assignment possibilities (Herrmann et al, 2002a)

and that can be used in the first iteration, prior to calculating a preliminary 3D struc¬

ture. The effect of this mutual NOE support network on the quality of the overall set

of distance restraints can be compared to that of a preliminary 3D structure, especially

where artifact discrimination is concerned.

However, in some cases ranking and filtering of the chemical shift-based NOE cross peak

assignments as described does not lead to a correct preliminary 3D structure, making

the outcome of the iterative approach doubtful and unreliable (Herrmann et al, 2002a).

In Candid, in addition to the combination of all ambiguous assignment possibilities of

a NOE cross peak, unrelated long-range assignments are combined (Herrmann et al,

2002a). High ranking assignments are combined with lower ranking one, so that the im¬

pact of potential artifactual signals is strongly reduced.

By combining long-range distance restraint combination and network anchoring, Candid

opened a vastly larger percentage of proteins to automated NMR, structure determina¬

tions. For a successful Candid/ Dyana structure calculation, Candid requires 80-90%

of 1H resonance assignments, and a similar percentage of 13C/15N assignments, if the cor-
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responding 3D NOESY spectra are used. If the sequence-specific resonance assignment

is too incomplete or incorrect, it cannot be guaranteed that the mutual NOE support

will be sufficiently dense to be a useful criterion. The following output quality criteria

allow to judge whether the structure calculation was successful, for a medium-sized pro¬

tein. The criteria may need to be tightened or relaxed for smaller or larger protein sizes,

respectively:

- The r.m.s.d. of the bundle of conformers resulting from the first cycle has to be

below 3 Â.

- The residual Dyana target function should not exceed 200 À2 after the first cycle.

- The r.m.s.d. of the bundle of conformers resulting from the last cycle has to be

below 1 À.

- The residual Dyana target function should not exceed 3 Â2 after the last cycle.

- The r.m.s.d. between the mean coordinates of the first and last cycle (the r.m.s.d.

drift) should be below 3 Â.

3.1.2 ATNOS

Most algorithms for NOESY spectral analysis do not operate on the raw NOESY spec¬

tra, but a peak list containing the frequency coordinates of all NOE cross peaks. Such a

list can be obtained by interactive spectral analysis or by automated software (Kleywegt

et al, 1990; Garrett et al, 1991; Antz et al, 1995; Koradi et al, 1998; Goddard and

Kneller, 2004). The Candid algorithm is quite robust to wrong resonance assignments

and incorrect peak intensities. It performs less well if a large set of artifacts is introduced

by the peak lists, which are invariant throughout a Candid/ Dyana structure calcula¬

tion. Taking these considerations in mind, the new algorithm Atnos was subsequently

developped to provide optimzed input to Candid.

Atnos (Herrmann et al, 2002b) is an automated peak picking software exclusively fo¬

cused on the production of high-quality peak lists of NOESY spectra for Candid. It
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operates on the raw NOESY spectra and makes use of the sequence-specific resonance

assignments, the covalent polypeptide structure and possibly a preliminary 3D structure

to identify local extrema in the spectra and filter the extrema to discriminate against ar¬

tifacts and preserve only signals that can be assigned by CANDID. As part of an iterative

scheme of signal identification, NOE assignment and restrained MD, Atnos determines

in each cycle updated peak lists used subsequently as input for Candid that are guided

by the preliminary structures.

Artifact discrimination is a critical component of Atnos, especially in the first cycle of

the iterative Atnos/ Candid/ DyaNA procedure, since no preliminary 3D structure is

available to guide the peak picking. Thus, after determining all local extrema, a chemical

shift-based initial assignment is performed to select all NOE cross peaks with assignments

enforced by the covalent structure or regular secondary structure elements. This subset of

signals is used to determine spectrum-specific parameters such as a signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR). Non-assignable local extrema are discarded, while all other signals are submitted

to a series of filters designed to remove artifactual signals based on properties of the peak

itself, e.g. the SNR of the peak, as well as the spectral region where the peak is located,

e.g. within a noise band.

To provide optimal input for Candid, Atnos requires 80-90% of XH resonance assign¬

ments, but additionally the resonance frequencies need to match the peak coordinates

within given tolerances. An automated chemical shift calibration of the input chemical

shifts is performed based on the position of the peaks imposed by the covalent and sec¬

ondary structure, within the specified tolerances. Atnos provides the percentage of found

versus expected contacts imposed by the covalent structure as an input quality criterion

for the combination of spectrum and chemical shifts. For all NOESY-spectra, this per¬

centage should be above 80%. The same output quality criteria discussed for Candid/

Dyana structure determinations in section 3.1.1 can be applied to judge to overall quality

of the Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana procedure.
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3.1.3 Motivation for combining the functionalities of ATNOS

and CANDID

The critical role of the first cycle of the iterative Atnos/ Candid/ DYANA procedure was

already stressed in the preceding sections. A new algorithm should thus be designed in

a way to make maximum use of all information available in the first cycle to ensure an

optimal initial preliminary structure to guarantee the correct data analysis by an iterative

procedure.

Since data transfer between ATNOS and Candid takes exclusively place in the form of

peak lists, the only transferred information are the peak coordinates and the peak volume,

despite the fact that Atnos determined a wealth of other properties of the peaks that

could be used by an improved algorithm. Atnos and Candid have both internal recovery

mechanisms to "rescue" signals that were discarded by a single filter, but possess some

other redeeming quality. However, no recovery mechanism exists that spans across both

algorithms. Thus a signal that barely passes all criteria in Atnos as well as in Candid

will ultimately be converted into a distance restraint, while a signal that fails a single

Atnos criterion has no chance of being recovered even if a well embedded assignment

could later be identified by Candid. In later iterations of the Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana

procedure, the influence of the preliminary 3D structure on the peak picking and artifact

discrimination of Atnos will ensure preservation of this signal, but in the early stages

such a signal cannot be considered. A new algorithm combining the functionalities of

Atnos and Candid can expect a more robust performance in the first cycle, if it allows

mutual feedback between signal identification and NOE cross peak assignment before dis¬

tance restraint generation and restrained MD.

Additionally, if more information can be accessed during all stages of the iterative pro¬

cedure, extended data analyses become possible. The sequential use of Atnos, Candid

and restrained MD can be extended to a more flexible alternation of peak identification

and peak assignment steps till an exhaustive data analysis has been performed. After an
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initial assignment round, the established assignment network may be a better guide at

finding additional signals in the spectrum than a simpler, purely local analysis (a simple

case may be the identification of regular secondary structure elements from the assign¬

ments, which will allow reconsideration of some signals that were previously discarded,

but correspond to expected regular secondary contacts).

When compared to an interactive procedure, Atnos and Candid provide an unbiased

analysis of the spectra that is independent of the skill of the spectroscopist. For every

signal, the decisions that lead both algorithm to the final assignment (s) can be reproduced.

All information should also be preserved within the peak list to allow a spectroscopist to

retrace the "reasoning" behind the algorithms' decisions.
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3.2 The RADAR algorithm

3.2.1 Overview

The newly developed Radar algorithm performs NOE cross peak identification and as¬

signment from the raw NMR spectra. It combines and tightly merges the functionalities

of the previously developed softwares Atnos and Candid. Radar is used in an iterative

procedure of combined NOE cross peak identification and assignment in conjunction with

a restrained MD algorithm (Fig. 3.1).

The spectrum is first analyzed for local extrema ("peak picking"). The different proper¬

ties of the peak including the spectral region in which it is situated are then aggregated

into a total peak quality. A chemical shift-based initial assignment of the list of NOE

cross peaks is subsequently performed. The individual assignments of every peak are

ranked and filtered. Finally, network anchoring provides a global ranking criterion of the

assignments. Additionally, network anchoring is used to recalculate the peak qualities de¬

termined previously to obtain a new input list for the NOE cross peak assignment. Several

internal iterations (Fig. 3.1) ensure that the Radar algorithm makes the most complete

use of the available experimental data before calculating a preliminary 3D structure.

3.2.2 Signal identification

Radar first determines the local noise level Nk for every data point k in the spectrum

as described in Herrmann et al. (2002b). The global noise level N is calculated over all

M data points of the spectrum:
M

N = —y"Nk (3.1)
k=\

The local baseline is calculated in an identical way as described for Atnos (Herrmann

et al, 2002b) by identifying pure-baseline regions (Giintert and Wiithrich, 1992), and

subtracting the baseline intensity Ik from the peak intensity Ik in the NOESY spectrum

to obtain the baseline-corrected intensity Ikc.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the Radar algorithm: Radar performs automated NOESY

spectral analysis and produces distance restraints for use with a restrained molecular dy¬

namics algorithm. The protein primary sequence, the sequence-specific resonance assign¬

ments and the NMR spectra are provided as input for an iterative procedure of signal

identification, peak quality grading, NOE cross peak assignment, network anchoring and

distance restraint generation. Radar revaluates the NOE cross peak assignment and the

peak qualities based on network anchoring to make optimal use of the available dataset.
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An initial set of local extrema is obtained by requiring a data point to have a sufficient

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and to be a local extremum. As described in Herrmann et al.

(2002b), the initial SNR criterion is met, if

jk

and

Ik
TïT Cl Bmin \à-d)
He

where R„dn and Bmm are cycle-dependent threshhold parameters listed in Table 3.1. In

contrast to Atnos, no chemical shift grid is applied in this step and all potential signals

are treated equally. It is not required that the signal is assignable, opening thus the pos¬

sibility to identify new resonance frequencies.

An initial NOE cross peak assignment is performed based on the input chemical shifts

5cs{a) of all atoms a. The potential peak p at frequency coordinates 6^k\p) has thus n

chemical shift-based aH assignments (a- ,a\ ), where i — 1... n. If the peak was found

in a 3D NOESY spectrum, an assignment for the heavy atom a\ attached to a\ will also

be identified. Using the parameters set out in Table 3.2, the tolerance Auk in dimension

k is defined as

Aujk — Aloijj ,
if k is an *H dimension

Atük = Aujheavy ,
else (3.4)

and the chemical shift fit ft is a Gaussian fit in all dim dimensions:

dim (<W(J»)-«"(jfc)))3
fi = Yle (2-Aufc)" (3-5)

fc=i

The following classes of special assignments are identified:

• atom assignments enforced by the covalent protein structure: d(a- , a-2)) < dobs,

independent of the 3D structure, where the maximal observable distance do^ is

defined in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Cycle-independent thresholds and parameters in Radar.

Parameter Description Value

"mi

H-ma

T3

L^rni

Au)iff

L^Lüheavy

iligmalign

a align

heavy

\ tranap

Auj1h

a transp

heavy

Aiüdiag

Ausoiv

gmax

fiN

T'eut

a„cut

n
cut

align

n

mm

,min
'at

Pmm

^helix

Pmin

strand

Initial SNR threshold

Maximum SNR threshold

Initial signal-to-baseline ratio threshold

Assignment tolerance in XH dimensions

Assignment tolerance in heavy atom dimensions

Alignment tolerance in XH dimensions

Alignment tolerance in heavy atom dimensions

Transposed peak tolerance

in XH dimensions

Transposed peak tolerance

in heavy atom dimensions

Minimum required distance from the spectral diagonal

Minimum required distance from a solvent line

upper limit for the ratio between

intensity and valley depth

factor specifying a minimal intensity

valley depth

percentage of covalent peaks above

adapted SNR

percentage of covalent peaks above

peak area thresholds

required number of aligned peaks

network anchoring midpoint

Minimum peak quality

Minimum atomic network support contributing

to residual network support

Helix identification threshold

/3-strand identification threshold

3.0

5.0

1.5

0.025 ppm

0.3 ppm

0.0025 ppm

0.03 ppm

0.03 ppm

0.4 ppm

0.6 ppm

0.5 ppm

0.8

2.0

0.975

0.975

3

8

0.5

0.5

20

16
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• atom assignments enforced by regular secondary structure elements: (a\ , a\') is

a characteristic contact as defined in Wiithrich (1986), page 126/. The regular

secondary structure elements were identified by using either 13Ca//3 chemical shifts1

or a new NOE pattern recognition scheme described in detail in section 3.2.7.

• atom assignments enforced by the 3D structure: d(a\ ,a\ ) < dob3 + dviol, where

d0bs and and the maximal allowed structural violation distance d^0i are defined in

Table 3.2.

The penalty factors (see section 3.2.3) are set accordingly:

Ccoviß) — 0, if any assignment is enforced by the covalent protein structure

Ccov(P) = Ppenalty, else (3.6)

cSecip) — 0, if any assignment is enforced by regular secondary structure elements

CSec(P) = Ppenalty, else (3.7)

Cstr{p) — 0, if any assignment is enforced by the 3D structure

CatriP) = Ppenalty, else (3.8)

Well resolved peaks are identified in the same way as defined in Herrmann et al (2002b),

by identifying first all t local extrema p\ in the peak area Ap of peak p, where the peak

area is defined as a contiguous region of data points k containing the peak p and fulfilling

Eq. 3.2. The peak is considered to be well separated, if either

Ip > I%,i = l...t (3.9)

1A calculation of the difference of experimentally determined 13C"^ chemical shifts (<L«p) from

reference random coil values (<Sw<-c) allows the identification of regular secondary structrure elements by

applying the following criteria:

A(<5^) = <JW«»P - Ö^rr.

A(öc" — Scß) > +0.95 ppm : «-helix

A(Sc — 5Cfl) < -0.95 ppm : /?-strand
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or, otherwise, it needs to fulfill the following two conditions

J-min\P,Pi)

IP

and

< 9maxM,i = l.--t (3.10)

\P-Imin(p,P'i)\ > fN-Nk,Vp'i,i = l...t (3.11)

gmax and fN are defined in Table 3.2, and Imin{p,p'i) is the minimal intensity along a line

connecting p and p't. The penalty constant csep is set:

Csepip) = 0, if Eq. 3.9 is fulfilled

csep{P) — 0, if both Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11 are fulfilled

Csep(P) = Ppenalty, else (3.12)

The subset of peaks with csep — 0 and ccov csec cstr — 0 is used to adapt the input chemical

shift to the current NOESY spectrum. The averaged frequency coordinates of the peaks

of this subset are then used as adapted input chemical shifts used in the remainder of the

present Radar iteration.

The same subset is also used to determine spectrum-specific threshold parameters for

SNR and peak area. If the M peaks of this set have SNR values Ri and are sorted by

increasing values of Ri} then the spectrum-specific SNR R is chosen, so that the following

equations are fulfilled.

max(JRi... RM) >R> min(JR1... RM) (3.13)

and

Ri < R< Ri+i and i < rcat M < i + 1

with

ftmin ^> Fl J> -Tirnai: ^0.14^

The spectrum-specific peak area threshold A is determined in an identical manner, using

the peak area values A{ and the parameter acut set out in Table 3.2.
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The penalty constant cshape combining the peak shape properties of peak p is defined as

^shape\P) - °'if4^
Cshape\P) - 0, if Ap > A

Cshape\P)
~

Ppenalty >
elSO (3.15)

The number of well aligned signals n,ais determined within the tolerances tot^n for TH and

uheavy f°r heavy atom chemical shifts. A signal is considered to be aligned, if it matches

with all but one frequency coordinates. The alignment penalty constant caugn is then

defined as

CahgniP) = 0, if lla > 7l^„

CahgniP) = Ppenalty, else (3.16)

NOE cross peaks in 2D NOESY spectra are symmetric, while many types of spectral arti¬

facts are cither randomly distributed over the spectrum or asymmetric by their nature (see

chapter 1), e.g., Tx noise bands due to temporal instabilities of the NMR spectrometer.

Thus, in a 2D NOESY, for a NOE cross peak p at frequency coordinates (6^(p), S^(p)),

the presence of a transposed peak pt at position

(S{2)(p) ± Aulnsp, öw{p) ± Aüülnsp) (3.17)

can be expected (see Table 3.1 for the definition of the tolerance Aujt(r^nsp). The penalty

constant ctrcms is subsequently set:

Ctrans(P) = 0, if 3pt

Ctrans(P) = Ppenalty, else (3.18)

This symmetry-based approach will not work in 3D spectra, since both 1H-atoms are

attached to heavy atoms with different resonance frequencies. In 3D spectra, a tenta¬

tive NOE assignment has to be performed to identify the position of the candidates for

a transposed peak. Additionally, the heavy atom may not be represented in the same

spectrum. For a ("N,1 H*,1 Ba) NOE cross peak in a 15N-resolved pH/Hj-NOESY, the
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transposed peak (13CV H",1 EN) can only be located in a 13C-rcsolved pH/Hj-NOESY.

Assuming a 3D NOE cross peak p with the n assignments (A\ ,a\ ',a\ }), where A\ is

the heavy atom directly attached to the XH atom a\ ,
then if the transposed peak with the

assignments (Aj , a|- , aj ) is expected in the same spectrum, Radar will search among

all peaks in this spectrum to find a cross peak pt so that

pt is the transposed peak of p -<=> 3(A- ,a\ \a\ ') and 3(Aj,aj,aj)

with

a-
'
— a)' and

1 J

a}' — a)' and

Aj
' is the heavy atom attached to af (3.19)

and the penalty constant ctrans is set as outlined in Eq. 3.18.

If the transposed peak is not expected in the same spectrum, then RADAR will search

in the list of input 3D NOESY spectra for a matching spectrum. If none is found, this

criterion is skipped, i.e. Qrons — 0. Otherwise, if this spectrum was already analyzed by

RADAR, the transposed peak is identified in the same manner as set out in Eq. 3.19. For

both peaks p and pt, the property ctrans is set according to Eq. 3.18. If the spectrum

was not yet analyzed by Radar, the search for the transposed peak is deferred till the

spectrum containing pt is analyzed.

The penalty constant cnoise, is set if the peak is located in a spectral region with a higher

probability of artifacts than in the rest of the spectrum. This includes regions close to the

diagonal, noise bands and the solvent resonance located at &soiv. The peak p is located at
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frequency coordinate S^(p) in dimension k, with the local noise amplitude Nk. Then

,.,
_

-f
|*(1)(P)-«*(2)(P)1

^ A

CnoiseVP/ Ppenalty, n _
v. LAUJdiag

CnoiseiP) = Ppenalty, if A7" > 3 • JV

Cnoise(p) = PpeWtT/, if 15(1)(p) -5soi„ | < AwS0i„

c»âe(p) = 0, else (3.20)

where the minimum required distance from the spectral diagonal AtHdiag and the minimum

required distance from a solvent line Acusoiv are defined in Table 3.2.

3.2.3 Peak quality grading

Atnos uses a series of filters to discriminate against artifacts, while preserving as many

peaks as possible. Radar collects all available information first and then decides based

on the aggregate quality of each potential signal and furthermore allows a direct interac¬

tion between signal identification and NOE assignment (see Fig. 3.1). Two different sets

of peak properties exist: properties of the peak itself (which do not change across Radar

iterations) and properties of the peak assignments.

The total peak quality Qpeak (P) °f peak p is defined as

Qpeak(P) = ^Qsignal(P)-Qls(P) (3.21)

where QSignai(P) is the signal quality (containing all iteration-independent evaluations)

and Qlss (p) the initial assignment quality, which will subsequently be updated with feed¬

back from the network of NOE assignments (section 3.2.6). The total peak quality allows

the assignments to directly influence the signal identification routine.

The signal quality can be obtained by analyzing the spectrum once and does not require

peak assignments:

QsignaliP) = (1 ~ Cshape(ß)) • (1 - Csep(p)) (1 - Catign(p)) • (1 - Cnoise(p)) (3.22)
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The second component of Eq. 3.21 is the initial assignment quality Q°a!iS[;p), which is

defined in the form

Q°ass(P) = fmax • (1 - (ccov(P) " Csec(p) Cstr(p))) • (1 - Ctrans)(p) (3.23)

with

fmax = max(/j) (3.24)

and /,; defined in Eq. 3.5. It should be noted that Qass(p) is not weighting the assign¬

ments, but takes only the best value over all assignment possibilities. In this way, the

discrimination is biased in favor of acceptance versus rejection, since the NOE assignment

module is subsequently able to use better discrimination by the mutual NOE support

network (section 3.2.5).

Radar does not apply a threshhold to the peaks after estimating the peak qualities, but

preserves the complete set of peaks and forwards them to the NOE assignment module.

The total peak quality filter accepts only NOE cross peaks with a minimum peak quality

Qmin (see Table 3.2):

Qpeak(P) > Qmin (3.25)

3.2.4 Ambiguous NOE assignment

The list of possible assignments for every NOE cross peak obtained by the pick picking

module is derived from the input chemical shifts. The set of peak assignments has then

to be ranked before filters can be applied.

For a NOE cross peak p at frequency coordinates S^(p) in dimension k, an initial NOE

cross peak assignment is performed based on the input chemical shifts 5CS (a) of all atoms

a. The N assignments are composed of the XH atom pairs (a\, al), and for a peak in a 3D

spectrum, additionally of the heavy atoms a\ :— A\ directly attached to a\. Here, every

assignment (a\) is accepted, which fulfills

< Aujk,k = l...ND (3.26)5^(p)-öcs(a[k)j
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in all dimensions k — 1... ND. The tolerance Acuk in dimension k is defined in Eq. 3.4

and Table 3.2. The chemical shift fit of assignment i is calculated as presented in Eq. 3.5.

The assignment probability pass(z) of assignment i is then defined as

Pass('i) = fi max(fsec(i) fCov(i) • ftransp(i) Nat(a\, al2),AfatOE{maX)) Pstruct(i) (3.27)

with the maximal mutual NOE support value J\fat
^max' defined in Table 3.1, the mutual

NOE support J\fat(a\,al2) as defined in section 3.2.5 and the chemical shift fit fi defined

in Eq. 3.5. The obtained assignment probability is then normalized to

_(.} =

Pass(i)
(3 2g)

The normalized assignment probability can also be seen as the fraction that this assign¬

ment i contributes to the total NOE cross peak volume, and is thus also called "volume

contribution".

From the second cycle onward, the inter-atomic distances are determined from the bundle

of M conformers representing the preliminary structure of the previous Radar cycle. An

< r~6 >-averaging is applied to the distances dm(a\,a?2) between the XH atoms a\ and

\a2 n the mth conformer (m — 1... M) :

1 (M \~"
d(a\, 4) = — iJ2 <« a2)~6 (3-29)

\m-l /

The normalized structural probability pstruct(i) for assignment possibility i is obtained

from the averaged distance d(a\,ai2) between XH atoms a\ and a\:

... d(a\,aî)-6
Pslr^c~t(i) = NK (3.30)

i=i

For assignments that are enforced by the covalent protein structure or regular secondary

structure elements, a factor fcov respectively fsec is set to the iteration-dependent value
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T0bs defined in Table 3.1.

A factor ftransp is set to the iteration-dependent value Tirans defined in Table 3.1 if the

transposed assignment A\,a\,a\ is among the assignments of all other NOE cross peaks.

A series of filters is subsequently applied to the list of assignments ranked according

to p~a~s~s~(i). First, an iteration-dependent low-contribution threshhold 7r""" (Table 3.1) is

applied, preserving only assignments with

PaTsii) > Ö (3-31)

Of the N chemical shift-based assignments the following analyses are only performed on

the i' — 1... N' assignments that were kept.

Subsequently, the violation filter incorporates automated violation analysis, if a prelimi¬

nary 3D structure is available (from cycle 2 onward). Using the peak intensity Ipc and the

spectrum-specific calibration constant 77(a) of atom a, the NOE-derived distance dNoE(P)

can be calculated by applying an < r~6 >-averaging to the volume contributions from all

assignment possibilities:

The spectrum-specific calibration constant r](a) of atom a is determined as described in

Herrmann et al. (2002a). Typically, three different classes of calibration constant values

are used: one for the *H atoms of the polypeptide backbone, one for XH atoms of methyl

groups, and one for all other sidechain XH atoms. Two methodologies for automated

calculation of the calibration constants are implemented. The method used in the first

cycle is structure-independent, in all other cycles the preliminary 3D structure is used to

determine the calibration constants.
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A NOE cross peak is only accepted if the distance violation v(p) is in accordance with

(TV'

\ "Ö

£ d(a\, ai,)-6 - dNOE(P) < dviot (3.33)

where dvioi is defined in Table 3.1.

The mutual NOE support filter removes all signals without sufficient total atomic or

residual support, i.e. that do not fulfill the following equations:

AC(r° = £öO MMA) > ACm
i'=l

TV'

AÇ(r° = £Ö0 • AUresK'),res(aj)) > AÇT (3-34)
i'=i

where res(a) denotes the residue to which atom a belongs, and the minimum support

thresholds are defined in Table 3.1. A/"reâ(res(a(*1),res(a2)) is defined in Eq. 3.36.

From this set of filtered NOE assignments the mutual NOE support is subsequently de¬

termined. To assure stabilization of the network of mutually supportive NOE and the

NOE assignment probabilities, 3 internal iterations arc performed, consisting of alternat¬

ing steps of NOE assignment and network anchoring (see Fig. 3.1) before either a peak

quality revaluation step or a distance restraint generation and restrained MD step.

3.2.5 Pattern matching and network anchoring

The mutual NOE support or network anchoring measures the compatibility of a given

atom pair assignment to the network of all other assignments. Since it is based on infor¬

mation gained from the assignment of the complete set of NOE cross peaks, it is more

robust than the analysis of the properties of individual peaks and provides thus an im¬

portant tool to eliminate artifactual peaks.

The concept of network anchoring was introduced by CANDID (Herrmann et al, 2002a) as

an additional ranking criterion for the NOE cross peak assignments. Radar calculates the
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mutual NOE support in a more general way to allow extended data analyses (sec section

3.2.7). The mutual NOE support is not a property of a pair of atoms, but measure of

similarity between the NOE peak towers of both atoms. The peak tower is a group of

peaks that are aligned in all spectral dimensions except the direct (NOE) dimension.

Assuming a set of Ntot peaks pk in all NOESY spectra, where each NOE cross peak has

Mfc assignments (apk,aPk), then the pattern matching score for an atom pair (ai,a2) is

defined as

Ntot Ntot

Kt(ai,a2) = ££^-(<5(a1,a^) + %1,a^))-((5(a2,affc) + (5(a2,a^)).
fc=i 1=1

\JpaTs(aPik, af ) Pa^s~(a?, ap2l) (3.35)

where 5ki is the Kronecker delta, which is 1 for k = I and else 0, 5(a, b) is 1 if a and b

stand for the same atom and otherwise 0.

Eq. 3.35 can be understood as follows: if an atom causes NOE cross peaks in both peak

towers of the atom pair (ai,a2), it will contribute to the mutual NOE network support.

The size of the contribution is the probability of this assignment. Fig. 3.2 provides a vi¬

sual representation of a calculation of the mutual NOE support between two atoms. Note

that the analyzed towers may well lie in different spectra; this is even the most frequent

case when 3D heteronuclear resolved NOESY spectra arc used.

This construction of the mutual NOE support also offers a possibility to calculate the mu¬

tual NOE support when some NOE cross peaks are unassignable due to lack of sequence-

specific resonance assignments.

From the atomic network anchoring, the residual NOE support between residues (rk,n)

can be calculated by applying a low-contribution threshold v%xn (Table 3.2). If {ak} is

the set of all atoms in residue rk (i ~ 1... A^), then

Nk Ni

Kes(n, n) = J2 S-AUaf, a\) B(Kt(at alj) - i/») (3.36)

where 0(x) denotes the Heaviside-function.
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Figure 3.2: NOE pattern-based network anchoring in Radar: The mutual NOE support

between atoms A and B is calculated from the peak towers of A and B, i.e. the group of

peaks aligned in all spectral dimensions except the direct dimension. The peak towers are

represented on the left with the diagonal peaks of A and B and the (A,B) and (B,A) NOE

cross peaks labeled in red. Peaks occurring only in one tower (indicated by an orange

cross) are excluded from the calculation of Mat(A,B), while the green circles and lined

indicate the set of peaks used for the calculation of the mutual NOE support. The size

of Mat(A,B) is calculated according to Eq. 3.35, and a simplified calculation example is

shown on the right.
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3.2.6 Peak quality revaluation

An analysis of the NOE cross peaks accepted by Atnos reveals the highly positive effect

of the presence of a (correct) preliminary 3D structure on the completeness and correct¬

ness of this set, since the 3D structure is used to guide the peak picking and artifact

discrimination filters. Since Candid introduced the mutual NOE support network as an

additional assignment ranking criterion specifically for the first iteration, which cannot

benefit from a preliminary structure, it seems appropriate to extend the use of this crite¬

rion to the artifact discrimination of the signal identification module.

After performing an initial Radar NOE cross peak assignment (sec section 3.2.4) on the

set of peaks obtained by applying Eqs. 3.21-3.23, the mutual NOE support Nat(ai,aj)

between atoms a^ and aj (see section 3.2.5) can be used as a finer criterion to obtain a

revised assignment quality QaSs(P) of peak p, using the maximal chemical shift fit fmax

(Eq. 3.24). Here, peak p has A^ XH assignment pairs (a'm, a^Oi i = 1
• Np\

Qass\P) — fmax "

7^2 1 R(ß)2
(3.37)

By this design, Qass corresponds to a "soft" threshold, where, for R = K, the resulting

Qass = §, for R <C TZ, Qass «; 0 and, for R 3> 71, Qass ~ 1. The network anchoring

midpoint TZ is defined in Table 3.2 and R is the weighted network anchoring contribution,

defined as

Nf,

R(P) = 5^Öa(i)>a(2)) ' JMafi),0(2)) (3-38)
i=l

Then, the total peak quality is recalculated according to Eq. 3.21, but using the assignment

quality obtained in Eq. 3.37:

Qpeakip) = \JQsignal(p) ' Qass(P) (3.39)

3.2.7 Identification of regular secondary structure elements

The NOE pattern matching obtained after a Radar data analysis can not only be used

to grade peak qualities and rank NOE assignments, but can also be used for extended
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data analysis. This is based on the identification of specific patterns that are present in

the NOESY data: section 3.2.7 shows the use of the regular patterns formed by regular

secondary structure elements, while section ?? presents the identification of patterns

produced by resonance frequencies that are not sequence-specifically assigned.

Regular secondary structure elements are the most characteristic regular local structures

in folded proteins, so that a sizable proportion of all NOEs are caused by the local con¬

tacts imposed by the hydrogen bond network inside these elements. As an example, in the

copper chaperon apoCopZ (Wimmer et al., 1999), almost half of all non-intra-residual con¬

tacts are within the a-helices and /3-strands, and between the individual strands forming

the /3-sheet. It should thus be possible to infer the presence of a regular secondary struc¬

ture element directly from the NOESY spectra and the resonance assignments (see also

Fig. 3.3). The knowledge of the topology of the different secondary structure elements is a

valuable help in guiding the peak identification as well as the NOE cross peak assignment.

A strong network of mutually supportive NOE cross peak assignments can typically be

identified between at least some of the residues involved in the regular secondary structure

element. Close distances2 daN(i,i + 3), daN(i,i + 4) and daß(i,i + 3) are considered to

be highly indicative of the presence of a a- or 3-10-helix (Wiithrich, 1986), so that the

likelihood of a residue i to be part of a helix can be evaluated as

Lheiix(i) = Kt((aN)(i,i + 3))

+ Kt((aN)(i,i + 4))

+ Kt((aß)(i,i + 3)) (3.40)

As noted in Wiithrich (1986), page 126/, some other distances, e.g., daN(i, i + 2), are also

characteristic of helical elements, however they do not provide unambiguous discrimina¬

tion and were thus excluded from further consideration.

2The nomenclature for close distances used here is defined in Wiithrich (1986), e.g., daN(i,i + 3) =

d(Hf, H£l3). Additionally Afat((aN)(i, i + 3)) shall denote the atomic network support between Hf and
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Figure 3.3: Automated identification of regular secondary structure elements: (a) 4 se¬

lected regions from a heteronuclear 15N-resolved \^~R,lYi\-NOESY of apoCopZ, showing all

NOE cross peaks from the the backbone N and YiN of residues Val33, Gln34, Lys39 and

Ala40. Selected peaks are classified based on their resonance assignments into the different

classes of solvent-line artifacts (blue), covalent contacts (yellow), sequential contacts (or¬

ange) and contacts characteristic for the presence of a ß-sheet (green), (b) Topology of an

anti-parallel ß-sheet with the expected hydrogen bonds indicated by wavy lines. The close

inter-proton distances expected in a NOESY spectrum and observed in (a) are represented

by red arrows (adapted from Wiithrich (1986)).
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/3-strands are more difficult to identify. Although strong sequential da^ NOE cross peaks

characterize extended conformations, sequential daN peaks can also be found in other

conformations. An exact value of the distance would need to be determined from the

peak intensity and the spectrum-specific calibration constant to identify the presence of

a ^-strand, which would, in turn, introduce an additional layer of complexity. The inter-

strand distances daa(i,j), daj^(i,j) and d,NN(hJ) between the residues i and j of two

/3-strands that form a /3-sheet are very characteristic, so that

Lsheet(i,j) = Afat((aa)(i,j))

+ ^((aNWJ + l))

+ Afat((Na)(i + l,j))

+ Afat((NN)(i + l,j-l)) (3.41)

represents adequately the likelihood of a /3-sheet to exist between residues i and j. In this

way, the /3-sheet topology is identified before the individual /3-strands can be identified.

Note that for a given pair of residues, the same atom pairs are involved whether they

are part of a parallel or anti-parallel /3-sheet. By design, not only the regular secondary

structure elements are identified, but the topology of the /3-sheets is automatically de¬

termined. The likelihood of residue i to be in a /?-strand Lst.ranii(i) can be obtained by

summing over all Nres residues:

Nr,:„

Lstrand(i) = ^J Lsheei(h j) ' (1 ~ 4j) " (1 ~ ^ij-l) ' (1 ~ <^+l) (3.42)

After calculating the required likelihoods for all residues, the elements have to be iden¬

tified. A sliding average including the present as well as the previous and next residues

was applied to bridge gaps in assignments to Lf.ieiix(i) and Lsheet(i,j):

£heiix(i) = - (Lheiix(i - 1) + LheHx(i) + Lhelix(i + 1)) (3.43)

A segment [i... j] is considered to be helical, using the cutoff C^ defined in Table 3.2,

if

CheiUk)>q$L,k = i...k (3.44)
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Recognition of /3-strands is performed in an iterative fashion: first, the cutoff C^^nd

defined in Table 3.2 is applied to C3trand(i)

£strand(k) > ^trlind'i k = i.
. .j (3.45)

and thus the segment [i... j] is considered to be a /3-strand candidate. Then the /3-shect

pairing has to be determined. A /3-strand can have one or two partner strands in a sheet.

Thus for the /3-strand candidate n from residue in to jn, we accept as partners those

/3-strand candidates, where

n ^ m

and

Jn Jm

££^ee,(M) > 4-£Xnd (3.46)

From these results, the discrimination between parallel and anti-parallel /3-sheet topologies

is also possible, however for the purposes of RADAR peak picking, this distinction is not

needed. The inter-strand directionality between two strands k and / is

parallel if £sheet(h,ii) > 2 • £sheet(ik,ji) and £sheet(jk,ji) > 2 • Csheet(jk,k)

anti-parallel if Csheet(ik,ji) > 2 • Csheet(ik, k) and CsheRt(jk, k) > 2 Csheet(jk,ji)

inconclusive otherwise (3.47)

If the topology can not be unambiguously identified, the strand candidate is shortened on

one side by a single residue and the procedure in Eq. 3.47 repeated. For short /3-strands,

the distinction between parallel and anti-parallel topologies may prove too difficult with¬

out structural information.

3.2.8 Structure validation

For all experimental methods that rely on indirect observations and subsequent calcula¬

tions to obtain the result of the experiment, the question of correctness and completeness

of said result is of central importance. Both methods currently used to obtain high reso¬

lution 3D structures of proteins, namely X-ray crystallography and NMR, need to provide
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a quality measure for the final result. One approach to structure validation provides a

goodness-of-fit between the experimental data and the obtained structure, the other com¬

pares theoretical or statistical knowledge of proteins to the obtained structure, making no

use of the experimental data. Many softwares implement the second approach to provide

an automatic quality evaluation of a given structure (Ramachandran et al., 1963; Dorelei-

jers et al., 1999b; Laskowski et al., 1996; Nabuurs et al., 2003; Spronk et al., 2003, 2004).

However, all theoretical and statistical approaches cannot overcome the inherent risk of

encountering a protein with characteristics that are not or not well enough represented in

the underlying model or database of protein structures. Additionally, it is usually possible

to construct wrong protein structures that will still validate correctly. It is often stated,

that this risk is reduced by using many different theoretical and statistical characteristics

simultaneously (Doreleijcrs et al., 1999b). However, for the aim of validating the result

of a structure calculation, experimental cross-validation is better suited, thus this section

will subsequently concentrate on describing a new method of experimental structure val¬

idation.

For X-ray crystallography, the free R-factor by Briinger (1992) provides a direct quan¬

titative measure of the goodness-of-fit between the experimental data and the obtained

structure, that is almost universally accepted. The R-factor, a well-known statistical mea¬

sure of data-fit correlation, quantifies the fit of the experimental X-ray diffraction patterns

to a back-calculation of the reciprocal lattice (Stout and Jensen, 1989). The extension

proposed by Briinger (1992) requires a subset (about 10-20%) of the peaks present in

the diffraction pattern to be excluded from the structure calculation and the use of this

subset only for the purpose of the back-calculation, thus providing a really independent

structure validation.

In NMR spectroscopy, no widely recognized cross-validation measure of the fit between

the experimental data and the obtained structure exists. The situation is further com¬

plicated by the fact that the experimental data consist not only of the NOESY spectra,

but additionally the sequence-specific resonance assignments have to considered. Their
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completeness and correctness directly and critically influence the interpretation of the

NOESY spectra.

Some proposals were advanced by Briinger et al. (1993) and by Gronwald et al. (2000)

to validate the fit of the spectra versus the structure without using sequence-specific res¬

onance assignments. A back-calculation of the number of expected distances from the

structure was compared to the number of NOE cross peaks obtained during the structure

calculation. However, both methods suffer from multiple deficiencies: the methods are

not based directly on the experimental data, but on an intermediate work product (the

NOE peak lists), both methods assume equal contribution of every NOE cross peak to

the final structure, which is in clear contrast to the real situation3, and both methods do

not provide meaningful local scoring, which would guide the spectroscopist toward the

problematic assignments he would have to correct for an improved structure.

As outlined in section 1.7, NMR structures are strongly influenced by the presence or

absence of NOE cross peaks between residues that are far apart in the protein sequence,

while intra-residual or sequential contacts are of lesser importance. Wrong resonance

assignments constitute a critical source of errors, since they may result in erroneous re¬

straints connecting remote atoms. The second important source are spectral artifacts

(discussed in various sections of chapter 1). Thus, any methodology that aims at directly

following X-ray crystallography is doomed to fail, since it will give too low weighting to

these considerations.

If the sequence-specific resonance assignments are available for the validation, a compari¬

son of the actual NOE cross peaks to the cross peaks expected from close distances in the

3Typically, only 10-20% of all NOE cross peaks are induced by long-range contacts, which are induced

by the 3D structure, while intra-residual, short- and medium-range contacts carry less information about

the 3D structure, although they may inform on the local backbone topology, especially in the case of

regular secondary structure elements. Thus, even the unfolded protein will manage to reproduce more

than 30% of all expected NOE contacts, while the correct structure will rarely exceed 70%.
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structure can be performed interactively or automatically (Huang et al, 2005b; Snyder

et al., 2005). Still, this approach does not operate on the raw NOE data and the prob¬

lem of distance-dependence of the completeness of the NOE cross peaks remains. The

following section describes an algorithm that is designed to overcome these problems and

provide a meaningful scoring of the goodness-of-fit between spectra and structure.

The presented methodology assumes a high completeness and correctness of the sequence-

specific resonance assignments. A measure of the completeness can easily be obtained, but

to estimate the correctness of the sequence-specific resonance assignments an additional

measure is necessary. As discussed in section 1.2, the chemical shift depends on several

factors, including the three-dimensional structure. The use of chemical shifts as a method

for structure validation, especially conformational analysis has been extensively discussed

(Perkins and Wiithrich, 1980; Osapay and Case, 1991, 1994; Case, 1995; Wishart and

Case, 2001; Xu and Case, 2001), and was used in the present work in section 2.1.3. All

structure-independent effects can be decoupled from the structure-derived effects by mea¬

suring the chemical shifts of the amino acids in small tetrapeptides designed to ensure a

random coil configuration (Bundi and Wiithrich, 1979). The strongest influence on non-

amide protons is the chemical shift induced by ring currents of the delocalized electrons

of aromatic rings. Section 3.2.8.2 proposes an automated structure validation based on

the the sequence-specific resonance assignments by ring current calculations.

The automated validation of chemical shifts versus the NOESY spectra was introduced by

Atnos (Herrmann et al., 2002b). The completeness of the NOESY cross peaks imposed

by the covalent structure is automatically assessed during an Atnos/ Candid calcula¬

tion, as well as the fit of the coordinates of the signals imposed by the covalent structure

to the chemical shift list (see section 3.1.2). This check was found to be a good indicator

of the quality of the input dataset.

Fig. 3.4 presents an overview of the structure validation algorithms available in Radar.

Together with the output acceptance criteria of the iterative Radar procedure as dis-
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cussed in section 3.1.1, these validation techniques can be used to identify and to help with

solving the different problem classes that may occur during a structure determination.

3D Structure NOESY spectra

Sequence-

specific
resonance

assignments

Figure 3.4: Overview of structure validation techniques used in Radar; incompatibilities

between structure and spectra are identified by comparing expected and identified signals

(section 3.2.8.1). The compatibility of the sequence-specific resonance assignments with

the 3D structure can be evaluated by ring current calculations (section 3.2.8.2). Before

starting a full structure calculation, the fit between chemical shifts and NOESY spectra

should be evaluated by identifying contacts imposed by the covalent structure in the spectra.
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3.2.8.1 Structure validation based on NOESY spectra: structure/spectrum

bias

The strategy for automated structure validation based on NOESY spectra as implemented

in Radar is outlined in this section and m Fig. 3.5: information is extracted on one side

from the spectrum, and on the other from the structure, and subsequently a comparison

between both sets of information is performed.
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Figure 3.5: Strategy for automated structure validation based on NOESY spectra : the

network of close distances in the structure is compared to the mutual NOE support net¬

work as established by the first iteration of the Radar algorithm, and a local and global

structure/spectrum bias is obtained.

The most serious obstacles to a successful structure validation on the spectral side are the

same as to a successful structure calculation: wrong resonance assignments and spectral

artifacts. These problems may be overcome with the same tools, namely using ambigu¬

ous cross peak assignments and the network spanned by mutually supportive NOE cross

peaks. A fully automated analysis of the spectrum can be performed by running the
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first iteration of the Radar algorithm on the NOESY spectrum using the chemical shift

assignments and the primary sequence of the protein. All parameters are set to the stan¬

dard values listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, except those listed in Table 3.3. Most notably is

the high value of the volume contribution threshold ft- This can be explained by the

different purposes of a structure calculation and a structure validation run: in a structure

calculation, assignments with low volume contributions do not influence the calculation

in a meaningful way, while in a structure validation they might lead to incorrect positive

validations.

The Radar algorithm is stopped after the initial network of mutually supportive NOE

cross peaks has been established, since a preliminary structure is not needed for a struc¬

ture validation. As discussed in section 3.2.5, the mutual NOE support network is much

more robust to spectral artifacts and isolated incorrect resonance assignments than any

analysis of individual NOE cross peaks.

The second prong of the structure validation strategy consists of the extraction of struc¬

tural information. A inter-residual network of expected distances can be constructed by

collecting all inter-atomic distances that are closer than 5.5 À and summing these counts

over all atom pairs a, b in residues i,j. However, a fundamental problem is the distance-

dependent behavior of the NOE, mainly caused by relaxation effects (section 1.4). While

80% or more of all expected NOE cross peaks corresponding to a distance between 2 and

3 A can be typically observed, only 10% of those in the distance shell between 5 and 6

Â are observed (Doreleijers et al., 1999a). Unlike X-ray, where 80 -100% of all expected

reflextions are typically observed, the completeness of the NOE network is dependent

on the distance between the involved atoms. Thus, in the instant implementation of a

structure validation methodology, every inter-atomic distance count is multiplied with a

scaling factor X(datb), that corresponds to the distance-dependent observation probability

of the NOE cross peak created by a close distance daib between atoms a and b mentioned
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In analogy to the residual NOE support (Eq. 3.36), the structural distance network be¬

tween residues r% and r.-t is thus defined as

n' nJ

ATstruct(ri, r,) = Y,Ï2 Waitf) 0(CL " da,b) S(amax - adJ (3.50)
/c=l /=1

where 0(x) denotes the Heaviside-function, a\ ... alnl represent all nl 1H-atoms in residue

ri4. The second Heaviside-function should be noted, since it will eliminate all distances

with a large standard deviation, as it would occur in those cases, where one or both

residues are mobile.

While both inter-residual networks A/'sfrurf(ri,rJ) and Afres(ri,rj) appear visually similar

(see Fig. 3.5), the absolute values are different. A scaling constant k needs to be deter¬

mined to enable an algorithm to compare both networks. A simple strategy consists of

4In all cases, groups of diastcreotopic atoms are only represented by their pseudo-atoms. This will

exclude all potential cases of false negative validation due to the swapping of stereospecifically atoms by

the restrained MD algorithm.
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Table 3.3: Thresholds and parameters in the Radar structure validation

module. All parameters not listed are identical in value to Table 3.2 and the

values for cycle 1 in Table 3.1

Parameter Description Value

Qmin Minimum peak quality 0.2

d^ Maximum distance between atoms 5.5 Â

dln Minimum distance between atoms 2.0 À

o~max Standard deviation threshhold 2.0 Â

dgbs Maximal observable distance 5.5 A

7T^,n Low-contribution threshold for pass 0.1

^struct Acceptance threshold for structural contacts 1.5

vres Acceptance threshold for network-supported contacts 15

applying a fixed threshold on each dataset to determine a subset of "safe" inter-residual

contacts (rt(k),rj(k)), where k = 1.. .C. An inter-residual contact is accepted as safe, if

J^atnu!t(rt{k))TJ(k)) > »struct

and

Mres(r,(k),r3(k)) > ures (3.51)

If the number of safe contacts for residue rt is defined as cTt, this results in

R

J>t=C (3.52)
i=i

By simple averaging over all C safe contacts the scaling constant k can then be determined:

At = y- (Kes(rx(k),rj(k))/Afstruct(rl(k),rJ(k)))2

\ fc=i

The local incompatibility score ^(r^rj) between residues r\ and r3 can then be obtained

from

u(r^rj) =
M(r"rj) ~ K ^rUct(r\,rJ)\

^^
\/cri

'

crj
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and finally a global incompatibility score Q is obtained by a normalized summation over

all residue pairs:
R R

j=i j=i

The structure validation routine is exclusively performed on inter-residual contacts. In

this way, a sufficient redundancy of information is obtained even in the case of isolated

missing sequence-specific resonance assignments. Still, the network spanned by all inter-

residual contacts is sufficiently dense to detect meaningful structural distortions.

3.2.8.2 Structure validation based on sequence-specific resonance assignments:

ring current calculations

The local magnetic fields induced by the delocalized electrons of aromatic rings are the

major source of conformation-dependent chemical shifts of aliphatic protons. Several ap¬

proaches of modeling these effects exists, from the classical dipolar equation to quantum-

mechanical models. Previous model calculations on the basic pancreatic trypsin inhibitor

(Perkins and Wiithrich, 1980) found the best fit between prediction and experimental

data by representing the ring currents by two charged current loops above and below the

aromatic ring plane (Johnson and Bovey, 1958). The Johnson-Bovey equation

SJB(z,p,a) =
-e2

*(*> + {ttw^) £<*> (3.56)
2nmec2a y/(\ + p)2 + z2

describes the chemical shift 5rc induced by the a current loop on a proton at a position

(z, p, <f>) (expressed in cylindrical coordinates from the center of the current loop, with z

defined as the distance to the nearest point situated on the current loop plane, p and

z are in units of the radius of the current loop a). Here, e is the elementary charge,

mf; the electron mass, c the speed of light in vacuum and a the radius of the current

loop. K(k) and E(k) represent the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind,

respectively, where the elliptic modulus k is defined as

Since the complete elliptic integrals cannot generally be analytically solved, the numerical

calculation proposed by Bartky (1938) was implemented. The ring currents induced by
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aromatic rings are represented by two current loops above and below the ring plane, at

z ±d, thus the induced chemical shift is

Src(z, p,a) = C (5JB(z + d, p, a) + 6JB(z - d, p, a)) (3.58)

where C represents an empirical correction factor accounting for shape and heavy atom

variations across the different residue types, while the radius a depends on the number of

heavy atoms in the ring system (1.39 Â for a ring composed of six carbon atoms). A Trp

ring system is represented by two sets of current loops, all other by a single set. The values

for C were taken from the software MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996), while the ring radius

a was calculated from the heavy atom coordinates of the ring system. The influence of

an aromatic ring on the intra-residual protons is not calculated, since the Johnson-Bovey

equation yields incorrect results here. However, this effect is already represented in the

random coil chemical shifts of this residue.

The obtained ring current induced chemical shifts are subsequently compared to the ex¬

perimentally measured chemical shifts, represented by the deviations from the random

coil values Sexp. Amides and a-protons are excluded from further consideration, since

other strong effects such as bond polarization contribute to their chemical shifts. The

strategy is similar in design to the residual DYANA target function for distance restraints

and implements a clsasification-based scheme:

For all N non-backbone protons in the protein, the predicted and experimental values are

classified by applying a threshhold A5:

àexP(i) > A<5 and 5rc(i) > AS => X(i) = 0

öcxp(i) < —AS and ôrc(i) < —AÔ => X(i) — 0

\5exp(i)\ < AS and \Sre(i)\ < AS =» X(i) = 0

l<W«)l ~ örc(i)\ < AS => X(i) = 0

all other cases => X(i) — 1 (3.59)

To allow a meaningful comparison, it is furthermore necessary to average the predicted
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shifts of the individual protons of methyl groups, which are indistinguishable due to the

fast rotation of the groups. Furthermore, diastereotopic protons and methyl groups have

to be exchanged, if this will lead to a reduced residual error. The composition of the classes

defined in eq. 3.59 is such that all atoms that are only weakly influenced by ring currents

are eliminated from consideration, if no strong random coil deviation was experimentally

measured. In this way, only strongly shifted chemical shifts are in effect considered in this

analysis, which limits its coverage to those regions, where strong ring current effects occur.

The residual error flrc is a measure of the overall fit of the chemical shifts to the structure

and correponds thus to a global free R-factor for the protein. It is defined as follows:

a. = £>)-lu°-^(<)l (3-60)
i=l

The described classification scheme is designed to alleviate the previously described (Perkins

and Wiithrich, 1980) overestimation of strong shifts by the Johnson-Bovey equation (see

also Fig. 3.6), and the contributions from second-order effects on the exact chemical shift

value. Amide and a-protons are excluded from these analyses, since the ring currents are

not the single strong source of their chemical shifts.

To obtain a local score, first the quality of the available data per residue has to be con¬

sidered. The factor kappa is defined for all nT distinct and sequence-specifically assigned

1H-atoms of residue r, with j — 1... nT:

\Sexp(j)\ < A6 and \STC(j)\ < AÖ => K(j) = 0

else =* n(j) = 1 (3.61)

The number of local probes - i.e., strongly shifted chemical shifts -

np in a given residue

with nr distinct and sequence-specifically assigned 1H-atoms is then

nr

Residues with np = 0 are excluded from consideration, i.e., no meaningful local score can

be defined by the present approach. For all residues r' with np(r') > 0, only the atoms
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f — l...np(r') with k(j') > 0 are considered, and the local score u(r') is defined as

follows:

w(r ) = —J- (3.63)
np

Thus 0 < w(r') < 1 measures the ratio of agreements between ring current calculation

and experiment for the meaningful atoms. This local score corresponds to a free R.-factor

that can be calculated for the subset of the protein residues, where aromatic ring currents

provide an independent probe into the correspondance between structure and chemical

shifts.
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Ring-current induced chemical shift

Johnson-Bovey algorithm implemented in RADAR

2

0

2

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

distance lin units of ring radius)

Figure 3.6: Ring current induced chemical shift calculated by the equation of Johnson

and Bovey (1958) as implemented in Radar.• shown are the chemical shifts of a proton

situated on the orthogonal vector of the aromatic ring plane starting at the ring center

(black) and on the ring plane (red), as a function of the distance from the aromatic

ring center. The present implementation gives identical results to the behavior described

in Johnson and Bovey (1958). Strong effects of more than ±0.5 ppm are noted to up

to 3 units of the ring radius (about 4-4-5 Â). The model was previously described to

overestimate very strong chemical shifts by a factor of up to two, and to yield meaningless

results within the ring system itself (Johnson and Bovey, 1958; Perkins and Wiithrich,

1980).

y

—- z(rho=fh

rho (1=0)
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Protocols for RADAR and ATNOS/CANDID reference

calculations

Every Radar/ Dyana calculation followed the same protocol of seven iterations that is

also employed with Atnos/Candid/Dyana. Seven cycles of peak picking using ATNOS

(Herrmann et al, 2002b), NOE assignment using Candid (Herrmann et al., 2002a) and

structure calculation using Dyana (Giintert et al., 1997) are performed, where, in the

second and subsequent cycles, the intermediate protein structures are used as an addi¬

tional guide for the interpretation of the NOESY spectra. During the first six Atnos/

Candid cycles, ambiguous distance restraints (Nilges, 1997) are used, while for the final

structure calculation in cycle 7, only distance restraints were retained that could be un¬

ambiguously assigned based on the protein three-dimensional structure from cycle 6. The

20 conformers with the lowest residual Dyana target function values, out of the starting

conformers used in the final iteration, represent the NMR structure.

The only modification in the Radar and Atnos/ Candid protocols employed for these

reference calculations in comparison to the standard protocol is a lower number of starting

conformers (40 instead of 100). In this protocol, it is easier to observe differences in

the convergence behavior of the combined iterative Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana respectively

Radar/ Dyana procedure.

3.3.2 Performance comparison between RADAR and ATNOS/

CANDID

The Radar algorithm was extensively tested on the experimental datasets listed in Table

3.4. The results obtained on the two proteins TM-1442 and apoCopZ will be discussed in

detail in the following sections.

CopZ (Wimmer et al., 1999) is a copper chaperon of Enterococcus hirae, part of a family
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of small 8-kDa proteins that are highly conserved between species. Copper chaperons,

which mediate intracellular copper transport, are one of the two key elements of cop¬

per homeostasis, the other being the CPx-typc heavy metal ATPases, which transport

copper across cell membranes. The protein CopZ has a ßaßßaß-iold, where the four

/3-strands form an anti-parallel twisted /?-sheet, and the two helices are located on the

same side of the /?-sheet. A sequence motif GMXCXXC in the loop between the first

/3-strand and the first a-helix contains the primary ligands, which bind copper(I). For the

present work, only the apo-foxm. of CopZ (apoCopZ) was used, with a visual overview

on Fig. 3.7 of the apoCopZ protein and the results of the reference calculations. Table

3.5 shows the characteristics of the solution structures obtained by energy-minimizing

the final Dyana conformers in a water shell using the Amber force field (Cornell et al.,

1995), as implemented in the program OPALp (Koradi et al., 2000; Luginbühl et al., 1997).

The protein TM-1442 (Etezady-Esfarjani and Wiithrich, 2004; Etezady-Esfarjani et al,

2006) was identified by the structural proteomics project of The Joint Center for Struc¬

tural Genomics (JCSG). Based on 25% sequence identity to the SPOIIAA protein, which

is the anti-cr-factor antagonist of Bacillus subtilis, TM-1442 is believed to be involved in

the regulation of gene expression as an anti-cr factor antagonist in Thermotoga maritima.

The role of the anti-<7-faetor antagonist is the reduction of the affinity of the anti-cr-factor

to the cr-factor, and thus induces the release of the tr-factor from the anti-cr-factor. Fig.

3.8 presents a visual overview of the protein and the results obtained with Radar and

Atnos/ Candid, while Table 3.6 shows the characteristics of the energy-minimized con¬

formers.
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(«)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 3.7: Overview of apoCopZ reference structure calculations: (a) reference structure

determined with Candid/Dyana (Wrmmer et al, 1999); (b) regular secondary struc¬

ture elements; (c) Atnos/Candid/Dyana iteration 1; and (d) 7; (e) Radar/Dyana

iteration 1 and (f) 7. (c-f) were obtained using the protocol described in section 3.3.1
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(a) G>)

(d)

(f)

Figure 3 8 Overview of TM-1442 reference structure calculations (a) reference struc¬

ture determined with Atnos/Candid/Dyana (Etezady-Esjarjam and Wuthrich, 2004,

Etezady-Esfarjani et al, 2006), (b-f) same as m Fig 3 7
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Table 3.5: Input for the structure calculation and characterization of the energy-minimized

NMR structures of apoCopZ

Quantity" Atnos/Candid Radar Reference6

(40 conformers) (40 conformers)

NOE upper distance limits 901 907 993

Dihedral angle restraints 300 294 323

Residual target function (A2) 1.23 ± 0.25 0.91 ±0.17 1.67 ±0.30

Residual distance restraint

violations

Number [ > 0.1 Â] 6 ± 2 6± 2 10 ±4

Maximum (À) 0.13 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.11 ±0.01

Residual dihedral angle

restraint violations

Number [ > 2.5 degrees] 4±2 4±1 3 ± 2

Maximum (degrees) 4.25 ± 0.87 4.05 ± 0.93 5.85 ±0.01

AMBER energies (kcal/mol)

Total -2442 ± 85 -2448 ± 83 -2374±93

Van der Waals -192 ± 11 -195 ± 8 -187±10

Electrostatic -2808 ± 73 -2787 ± 86 -2717 ± 99

r.m.s.d. from ideal geometry

Bond lengths (Â) 0.0077 ± 0.0002 0.0076 ± 0.0002 0.0076 ±0.0002

Bond angles (degrees) 2.06 ± 0.07 1.97 ± 0.05 2.13 ±0.05

Ramachandran plot statisticsc

Most favored regions 77% 80% 83%

Additional allowed regions 15% 15% 13%

Generously allowed regions 5% 4% 2%

Disallowed regions 3% 2% 2%

r.m.s.d. to the mean coordinates

N, Cfi, C [2-67]d (À) 0.52 ± 0.05 0.51 ±0.10 0.46 ± 0.05

All heavy atoms [2-67]d (Â) 1.07 ± 0.06 1.07 ±0.11 0.85 ± 0.08

a

Except for the top two entries, the average value and the standard deviation characterize the 20

energy-minimized conformers that are used to represent each NMR structure.

50 Dyana conformers were calculated after interactive peak picking and NOE assignment, see

Wimmer et al. (1999).
c
As determined by PROCHECK (Morris et al., 1992).

The numbers in brackets indicate the residues for which the r.m.s.d. was calculated.
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Table 3.6: Input for the structure calculation and characterization of the energy-minimized

NMR structures of TM-1442

Quantity" Atnos/Candid Radar Reference*

(40 conformers) (40 conformers)

NOE upper distance limits 2412 2425 2485

Dihedral angle restraints 396 394 458

Residual target function (A2) 1.87 ±0.18 1.92 ± 0.13 2.21±0.28

Residual distance restraint

violations

Number [ > 0.1 Â] 34 ±4 24 ±4 38±5

Maximum (Â) 0.14 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 0.17±0.08

Residual dihedral angle

restraint violations

Number [ > 2.5 degrees] 0±0 0±0 0±0

Maximum (degrees) 0.72 ± 0.74 1.35 ± 1.10 1.14±0.42

AMBER energies (kcal/mol)

Total -4361 ± 94 -4294 ± 93 -4193±91

Van der Waals -331 ± 7 -318 ± 12 -313±15

Electrostatic -4883 ± 95 -4382 ± 89 -4770±86

r.m.s.d. from ideal geometry

Bond lengths (Â) 0.0079 ± 0.0001 0.0080 ± 0.0001 0.0081±0.0002

Bond angles (degrees) 3.43 ± 0.03 3.44 ± 0.03 2.12±0.04

Ramachandran plot statistics0

Most favored regions 74% 74% 78%

Additional allowed regions 24% 24% 29%

Generously allowed regions 2% 1% 2%

Disallowed regions 0% 1% 1%

r.m.s.d. to the mean coordinates

N, CQ, C [4-105]J (À) 0.41 ± 0.07 0.46 ± 0.07 0.41±0.05

All heavy atoms [4-105]d (À) 0.88 ± 0.10 0.85 ± 0.09 0.85±0.07

a

Except for the top two entries, the average value and the standard deviation characterize the 20

energy-minimized conformers that are used to represent each NMR structure.

b
80 Atnos/Candid/Dyana conformers were calculated, see Etezady-Esfarjani et al. (2006).

c As determined by PROCHECK (Morris et al., 1992).
dr
The numbers in brackets indicate the residues for which the r.m.s.d. was calculated.
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3.3.2.1 NOE cross peaks and distance restraints

All NOE cross peak assignments that arc preserved after ranking and filtering performed

by Radar and Atnos/ Candid are converted at the end of each cycle into distance re¬

straints. Some of the distance restraints are fulfilled by the covalent protein structure in¬

dependently of the 3D structure and are excluded from the calculation. Several NOE cross

peaks can lead to the same restraint, e.g. the transposed peak in a 2D [1H,1H]-NOESY. In

this case, only the restraint with the lowest distance is selected. These obtained distance

restraints are called "meaningful". Table 3.7 shows the number of cross peaks identified

by Radar and Atnos/ Candid in the first and final iterations for apoCopZ and TM-

1442.

Fig. 3.9 shows clearly that the number of distance restraints obtained by Radar in the

first iteration - where no preliminary structural information is available - is strongly in¬

creased by about 20%. This number can directly be attributed to the higher number of

peaks that were retained based on the peak quality revaluation driven by the mutual NOE

network support. It can additionally be observed that the preliminary structure domi¬

nates in later iterations the data analysis, so that the performance of both algorithms is

similar.

A detailed analysis shows that almost all signals dropped by Radar in the first itera¬

tion had exclusively long-range assignments, while about 80% of the additional signals

had sequential or intra-residual assignments. Many of the additional signals identified by

Radar were located close to the diagonal, noise bands or the solvent line, which are the

spectral regions typically excluded in the first cycle of an ATNOS run.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of iteration-dependent number of distance restraints obtained by

Radar and Atnos/Candid. In the first iteration - where no preliminary structural

information is available - an increase of about 20% in the total number of restraints

obtained by Radar can be observed in comparison to Atnos/Candid. The number of

restraints in later iterations remains virtually unchanged.

Table 3.7: NOE cross peaks identified by Radar and Atnos/Candid.

Radar identifies significantly more peaks and removes some peaks due to

incompatibility to the mutual NOE network support.

Protein Iteration Number of NOE cross peaks identified by :

both - only Radar - only Atnos/ Candid

TM-1442

apoCopZ

1

7

1

7

3234

3446

2112

1923

1497

182

570

117

213

52

116

22
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(a) TM-1442

3.0 —-

(b) apoCopZ
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of iteration-dependent r.m.s.d. of the 20 conformers with

the lowest residual target function obtained by Radar/Dyana and Atnos/Candid/

Dyana. The initial distance restraints derived from Radar lead to tighter bundle of

DyANA conformers.

3.3.2.2 Resulting solution structures

As discussed in section 3.1.1, the quality of the iterative procedure of signal identification,

NOE cross peak assignment and restrained MD can be judged by considering several pa¬

rameters (Giintert et al., 1997; Giintert and Wuthrich, 2001; Herrmann et al, 2002a).

The first criterion to be discussed is the r.m.s.d. of the bundle of conformers: in the first

cycle it should always be below 3 Â for the well-defined regions of the protein (for both

proteins analyzed here, the full length was considered in all such evaluations). As seen in

Fig. 3.10, both algorithms fulfill this requirement, which means that a consistent protein

fold was found in this iteration. Furthermore it can be noted that the distance restraint

set obtained by Radar produces a considerably tighter bundle of conformers. It can also

be observed that both algorithms converge to a well defined structure in the seventh and

last iteration.

The r.m.s.d. drift is defined as the r.m.s.d. between the mean coordinates of the bundle of

conformers of a given iteration to the mean coordinates of the final bundle of conformers.

It should continually decrease and the r.m.s.d. drift of the bundle of conformers from the
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(a) TM-1442
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of iteration-dependent r.m.s.d. of the bundle of conformers of

a given iteration to the bundle of conformers of the final iteration (the r.m.s.d. drift),

for Radar/Dyana and Atnos/Candid/Dyana structure calculations. The fold of the

initial bundle of conformers obtained with a distance restrained list from Radar starts

considerably closer to the final structure than a list from Atnos/Candid.

first iteration should be within the r.m.s.d. of this bundle (below 3 Â). The r.m.s.d. drift

measures if the fold from the first iteration converged to the final structure or if both

do not represent the same fold, which would be fatal for an iterative procedure relying

on intermediate protein structures to guide the analysis. Both algorithms, however, meet

this requirement, as depicted in Fig. 3.11, with Radar/Dyana showing an initial bundle

that is consistently closer to the final structure than the one obtained by Atnos/ Can¬

did/ Dyana.

The third important measure of convergence of the iterative procedure is the residual

Dyana target function value, which is, in Dyana, the sum of the squared distance re¬

straint violations5. This measure of the fit of the distance restraints to the obtained

structure should not be superior to 200 Â2 in the first iteration, and not be superior to

3 À2 in the last iteration (Herrmann et al., 2002a). Both algorithm show comparable

5The violation of a distance restraint d^QE between two atoms, who are separated in the structure

by a distance of dstruct is defined as dstruct — dNoE if d^oE > dstruct, otherwise the distance restraint is

not violated.
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(a) TM-1442

125.0

(b) apoCopZ
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of iteration-dependent residual Dyana target function value of

the set of distance restraints obtained by Radar and Atnos/Candid. Both algorithms

show comparable results - despite the fact that RADAR produced 20% more distance re¬

straints - and fulfill the convergence requirements for Atnos/Candid/Dyana structure

calculations (Herrmann et al., 2002a).

results (Fig. 3.12) and fulfill the requirements, however Radar produces a comparable

residual target function value with 20% more distance restraints (Fig. 3.9), from which it

can be concluded that the additional distance restraints are of high quality and fit well

into the complete set.

RADAR-derived distance restraints lead to better convergence in the first Dyana cycle

than Atnos/CANDiD-derived ones, as evidenced by the tighter bundle of conformers,

the lower r.m.s.d. drift and comparable residual DYANA target function values. To ver¬

ify that this result is independent of the restrained MD algorithm that is employed, a

set of calculations was performed with identical distance restraints in Cns and Dyana.

As evidenced in Table 3.8, DYANA shows a markedly better convergence behavior with

identical distance restraint lists than Cns, and RADAR-derived distance restraints lead to

better convergence of both algorithms than Atnos/ CANDiD-derived ones. Furthermore,

it should be noted that, in the case of TM-1442, a single Dyana conformer is minimized

in 15 seconds, while a single Cns conformer requires 10 minutes. The convergence behav¬

ior of both algorithms becomes comparable in later iterations of Atnos/Candid/Cns
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Table 3.8: Comparison of Atnos/Candid/Dyana, Atnos/Candid/Cns, Radar/

Dyana and Radar/Cns: shown is the r.m.s.d. bias to the mean reference coordinates of

the 10 Dyana respectively Cns conformers with the lowest residual target function in a

restrained MD run with the Dyana and Cns algorithms. Distance restraint lists derived

from, the first iteration of RADAR respectively Atnos/CANDID were used as input for both

algorithms. The conformers are ranked with increasing r.m.s.d. bias, with a color code to

facilitate comparisons: light green below Â, green 2-3 Â, orange 3-4 À and red above 4

Ä. Dyana shows a markedly better convergence behavior with identical distance restraint

lists than Cns, and liADAR-derived distance restraints lead to better convergence of both

algorithms than ATNOS/Candid-derived ones.

and Atnos/Candid/Dyana, respectively. The large difference in the first cycles of the

iterative procedure can probably be attributed to the better handling of highly ambiguous

data6 in Dyana than in Cns.

The questions of whether the improved convergence behavior of RADAR comes a price of

lower correctness in terms of r.m.s.d. bias to the reference structure remains to be an¬

swered. For both protein datasets, a complete structure determination following the stan-

6Typically, 4-5 ambiguous distance restraints are combined into a single restraint in the first iteration,

due to the use of ambiguous NOE cross peak assignments and long-range constraint combination. This

value decreases to 1 in the final iteration.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of iteration-dependent r.m.s.d. bias of the 20 conformers with

the lowest residual target function obtained by Atnos/Candid/Dyana and Radar/

Dyana to the mean coordinates of a reference structure determination. The initial bundle

of conformers obtained by Radar/Dyana is markedly closer to the reference structure

than the one obtained by Atnos/Candid/Dyana.

dard protocol7 with 100 starting conformers was previously and independently performed,

which permits a comparison of these reference structures to the structures obtained in

the present algorithm evaluation. Fig. 3.13 shows the evolution of the r.m.s.d. bias, i.e.,

the r.m.s.d. of the mean coordinates of the 20 conformers with the lowest residual target

function to the mean coordinates of the final reference structure. The bundle of conform¬

ers obtained in the first cycle of Radar/Dyana is notably closer to the final reference

structure than the one obtained by Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana, and decreases continually.

7TM-1442 was solved using Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana, while the reference apoCopZ structure determi¬

nation was performed with interactive peak picking and NOE cross peak assignment using the software

XEASY followed by a Dyana structure calculation.
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3.3.2.3 Calculation times

The first iteration of a Radar analysis can be represented as shown in Fig. 3.14. The

major part of the calculation is spent on the raw data analysis. Here the complete NOESY

spectra have to be accessed on the computer disk and extensively analyzed. All informa¬

tion that can be gained is extracted and is kept available for all other algorithm parts in

memory. The NOE cross peak assignment is the other major part, here the calculation

of the mutual NOE network support is the most time consuming part, which has to be

performed 4 times per full iteration (2 iterations of network anchoring to allow the mutual

NOE support network to stabilize, then after peak quality revaluation, another 2 itera¬

tions of network anchoring). Compared to Candid, which requires only two calculations

of network anchoring per iteration, RADAR loses some time in this part in comparison to

Atnos/ Candid.

A major reduction in total calculation time can be observed in later iterations, if infor¬

mation gained during peak picking is kept across iterations (see Fig. 3.15), without any

sacrifice in the quality of the data analysis.

In the second and all later iterations, a preliminary structure is available as a guide to

the further assignment. The distances in this structure can only be used for violation

analysis, if peak intensities were converted to distances (Eq. 1.2). In Atnos/Candid

analyses, this requires two Candid runs per iteration, one comparable to the first itera¬

tion (without using the preliminary structure) to determine the calibration constant, the

second using this information. Radar performs an internal calibration, which requires

an additional NOE cross peak assignment run per iteration (no time loss is thus incurred

in comparison to Atnos/Candid).

In a comparison of the standard Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana protocol to the proposed

Radar/Dyana protocol with 40 starting conformers per iteration (Fig. 3.15), an overall

time gain of 40% can be observed. The different factors in this result are:
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of calculation time in a single Radar iteration: shown is the

first iteration of a Radar/Dyana structure calculation on TM-1442. The major part

of the analysis is spent on the spectral analysis part (light green). The NOE cross peak

assignment parts (in light and dark blue) are other major component. As indicated by

the hatched areas, Radar requires additional iterations of NOE cross peak assignment

after the peak qualities have been revaluated. Peak quality evaluations (red) and distance

restraint generation (dark green) do not impact on the total calculation time in a significant

manner.

- Radar requires an additional run of NOE cross peak assignment after revaluating

the peak qualities in every iteration.

+ RADAR can reuse most information derived from the spectra across iterations, and

does not perform a full spectral analysis in every iteration.

+ RADAR calculates less DYANA conformers.

-f- DYANA conformers converge faster the better the distance restraint input is in terms

of ambiguity per NOE and distance restraint violations.

If the Cns restrained MD algorithm is used instead of DYANA, the only relevant factor is

the reduction in the number of conformers that are calculated, since Cns dominates the

total calculation time (a single TM-1442 conformer with distance restraints from the first

Radar iteration takes 10 minutes of calculation time with Cns versus 15 seconds with

Dyana).
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(a) TM-1442

ATNOS/

CANDID/

CYANA

(b) apoCopZ

time [s]
10000 20000 30000 40000

RADAR/

CYANA

time [s]
10000 20000 30000 40000

Figure 3 15 Comparison of total calculation time for Radar/Dyana and Atnos/Can-

did/Dyana 7 iterations of alternated runs of Radar respectively Atnos/Candid (in

red) and the restrained MD algorithm DYANA (in blue) are shown A reduction m total

calculation by 40% can be observed if Radar is used with its optimized protocol
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3.3.3 Identification of regular secondary structure elements

The Radar module for automated identification of regular secondary structure elements

was tested on a set of three proteins presenting a mix of a-helices and /3-sheets: apoC¬

opZ (Wimmer et al., 1999), TM-1442 (Etezady-Esfarjani and Wuthrich, 2004; Etezady-

Esfarjani et al., 2006) and TM-1290 (Etezady-Esfarjani ct al., 2004, 2003). Fig. 3.16 shows

the automatically determined values for Lheiix(i) and LstTand(i) in relation to the primary

sequence of apoCopZ.

Table 3.9 contains the complete results of the procedure and compares them to two other

commonly used methods for identification of regular secondary structure elements. The

algorithm of Kabsch and Sander (1983) identifies hydrogen bond pairings and is usually

considered to give the most exact start and end points of regular secondary structure

elements. Since it is based on computation of inter-atomic distances, a high resolution 3D

structure is required. The difference between experimentally determined chemical shifts

and random coil values for a- and /3-carbons (A(ôc<* — Scp)) is based on the influence of

the polypeptide backbone angles on the chemical shift of the backbone atoms. The only

input requirements are the sequence-specific chemical shift assignments for the a- and

/3-carbons, however this procedure cannot determine the /?-strand pairings.

The new Radar module identifies in all three cases all regular secondary structure el¬

ements correctly. Some variations exist between the three methods in the definition of

the start and end residue of a given element, but only in two elements is this variation

larger than two residues between the presented algorithm and Kabsch and Sander (1983)

(which is considered as authoritative). The A(Sc<a — 5ça)-derived elements show larger

discrepancies, probably due to the low threshhold of 0.95 ppm that is applied.
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Table 3.9: Automated identification of regular secondary structure elements.

Protein MOLMOLa A(<5C« - fi,co. Radar

apoCopZ 3 6

14-24

28-34

39-44

51 59

64-67

n/ac ß: 3 6

nr. 14 23

/?: 27 34

/?: 39-44

rv: 51 61

/?: 62-67

'ß-sheet topology: 4-1-3-2 n/a 4-1-3 2

TM-1290

'""""V --" ^

ß: 3-9

/3: 26-31

/?: 36 41

a: 54-59

/?: 65-67

a: 76-80

/?: 85-87

a: 94 102

/i: 1 12

ß: 26-31

/?: 34 41

a: 52-60

/?: 63 72

a: 74-81

/?: 83-92

or. 94 102

/3: 104-108

/?: 110-116

/?: 3-11

/3: 25-31

ß: 39 42

a: 54-61

ß: 63-66

a: 75 81

/?: 84-88

a: 93-102

>ß-sheet topology: 3-2-1 4-5 n/a 3-2 1-4-5

/?: 5-10

ß: 15 20

a: 28-40

/?: 46-50

tt: 59-75

/?: 78-82

rc: 88 94

/?: 4 11

/?: 13-24

a: 26-41

ß: 45-50

/?: 56-58

a: 60-75

/?: 76-83

»: 86 99

/i: 101-105

6-10

14 24

30 38

45-50

a: 61-75

/?: 76-84

a/: 88 99

> 8-sheet topology: 1 2-3-4 n/a 1 2-3-4

a

Regular secondary structure elements were identified by the algorithm of Kabsch and Sander

(1983) as implemented in MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996).

Regular secondary structure elements wore identified by forming the difference of experimentally

determined chemical shifts from reference random coil values using a threshhold of 0.95 ppm.

r

Only 'H and 15N resonance assignments were available.
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Figure 3 16: Automated identification of regular secondary structure elements: residue-

dependent likelihoods Lhei,r(i) for a-helices and Lsfrana(i) for ß-strands (defined in section

3.2.7) in the case of apoCopZ are shown, m addition to the applied thresholds. The results

are detailed in Table 3.9.

3.3.4 Structure validation

3.3.4.1 Structure validation based on NOESY spectra

The structure validation implemented in the Radar software package was tested on a

set of 2 proteins, apoCopZ (Whinner et al., 1999) and TM-1442 (Etezady-Esfarjani and

Wuthrich, 2004, Etezady-Esfarjani et al, 2006). In addition to the reference structures

(represented by the bundle of 20 Dyana conformers with the lowest residual Dyana

target function), distorted conformers were produced for each protein by selecting a con-

former with a high residual target function from a short Dyana run with the distance

restraints from the reference structure. By this method, deformed conformers could be

obtained that are reasonably close to the reference structure. To verify the treatment of

dynamic behavior, an additional bundle of 20 conformers of TM-1442 was produced by a

standard Dyana structure calculation, where all long-range distance restraints from and

to residues 1-12 were lemoved from the distance restraint list of the reference structure.
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Thus an artificially destabilized loop was obtained.

The global S7-score is obtained by summing up the local inter-residual scores v. Thus,

first it had to be established that the local scoring is performed in a meaningful way.

As Fig. 3.17 illustrates, the algorithm correctly identifies local incompatibilities between

structure and spectrum where the local displacement to the reference structure is high.

The residues of the distorted conformer (circled in cyan in Fig. 3.17) that arc brought

in closer contact than observed in the reference structure, produce local incompatibilities

(represented by red solid lines).

Fig. 3.18 serves as an illustration of the other important aspect, namely the correct, in¬

terpretation of the absence of structural information. A bundle of conformers with a

apparently destabilized N-terminus (produced by removing all long-range restraints to

the involved residues) is correctly identified as under-defined in this region, since more

structurai information is present in the NOESY spectra. In addition, the approximate

correct placement of the N-terminus can be inferred from the structure validation.

The local inter-residual scores u are combined (Eq. 3.55) into the global score Q, which

is a measure of the incompatibility between structure and spectrum. Table 3.10 collects

the results of several structure validation runs on the above mentioned proteins. A corre¬

lation between J2-scorc and r.m.s.d. bias to the respective mean coordinates reference can

be clearly observed, which shows that the applied methodology is sufficiently sensitive to

the changes in the NOE patterns to detect r.m.s.d. bias deviations of 2 A or more.

3.3.4.2 Structure validation based on sequence-specific resonance assignments

The use of ring current induced chemical shifts as a tool for the validation of input chem¬

ical shifts versus the structure was tested on a set of 3 proteins, apoCopZ (Wimmer

et al., 1999), TM-1442 (Etezady-Esfarjani and Wuthrich, 2004; Etezady-Esfarjani et al.,

2006) and CRT(221 -256) (Ellgaard et al, 2002). For apoCopZ and TM-1442, the refer-
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incompatible wtth structure

Figure 3.17: Local scoring of the structure/spectrum bias by RADAR: The left side shows

in green the m.ean backbone coordinates of the reference structure of apoCopZ, and in or¬

ange a distorted conformer with a r.m>.s.d. bias of 1.9 Â to the mean reference structure.

On the right side the result of the structure validation performed on the distorted module

is shown, where solid red lines between the backbone Cn -atoms indicate close structural

contacts not represented by NOEs in the spectra and the yellow dashed lines strong mutual

NOE network support between remote residues. In cyan, a selected part of both represen¬

tations is shown to illustrate the correlation between local displacement and unconfirmed

structural contacts identified by the structure validation.
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Figure 3.18: (a) From the list of distance restraints used to obtain the reference structure

of TM-1442 (green) all long-range distance restraints from and to residues 1-12 were

removed to obtain a structure (red) with an apparently dynamic N-terminal tail, (b)

Structure validation reveals that the spectral information is not completely used and that

the apparently disordered region produces strong NOE support (dashed yellow lines) to

other regions of the protein. It is not only possible to identify the region of interest, but

also to ascertain the approximate placement in the protein.
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Table 3.10: Global scoring of the structure/spectrum bias by

Radar.

Protein Structure r.m.s.d. bias [Â]a Validation score Cl

apoCopZ lb 0.4 0.3

2C 1.9 1.7

3C 8.0 3.2

TM-1442 l6 0.6 0.8

2C 3.3 2.0

3d 5.0 4.1

4C 5.5 5.8

° r.m.s.d. to the mean backbone coordinates of the reference structure

represented by a bundle of 20 conformers.

Reference structure represented by a bundle of 20 Dyana conformers.

c
Deformed conformer obtained by a selecting a conformer with a high

residual target function from a short Dyana run with the distance

restraints from the reference structure.

Deformed conformer obtained by removing all long-range distance

restraints from and to residues 1-12 of the reference structure

distance restraint set.
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ence structures and the set of distorted structures described in the previous section were

taken as input. CRT(221-256) was additionally chosen due to the presence of several un¬

usually strong ring current induced chemical shifts (sec section 2.1.3, especially Table 2.2).

The results are collected in Table 3.11. It can be noted that ring currents provide a probe

into local structural distortions around aromatic ring systems. In most cases, distorted

structures show, when compared to the respective reference structure, a notably higher

number of disagreements between calculated ring current chemical shifts and experimen¬

tally determined chemical shifts, as well as residual errors that are typically about two

times higher than the residual error of the reference structure. H^ and Hö atoms are

excluded from this analysis, since ring currents are not the unique major source of their

chemical shifts.

Strong ring current effects (more than 0.5 ppm) can be detected for about 4 À around

the center of an aromatic ring, while weak effects reach atoms situated at up to 8 A. Fig.

3.19 shows the results from structure validations on the set of test proteins and reveals

that the method is well able to identify local distortions in structures.

These results show that the present implementation defines a structure validation measure

similar to the free R-factor of X-ray cristallography, spanning those protein regions where

strongly ring current-shifted atoms can act as structural probes. It can be noted that ring

current chemical shift calculations provide a powerful independent structure validation

that does not require any additional spectroscopy or manual analysis.
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a: CRT(221-256)

r.m.s.d. bias 0.3 A

V^—

b: apoCopZ

r.m.s.d. bias 0.4 À r.m.s.d. bias 1.9 Â

r.m.s.d. bias 8.0 Â

Figure 3.19: Agreement between calculated ring current chemical shifts and experimental

random coil deviations. All lB. atoms with random coil deviations or ring current chemical

shifts above the threshold A5 of 0.5 ppm are shown as spheres with a color-code indicating

the difference between calculation and experiment (green for 0 ppm, yellow for values

between 0 and 1 ppm and red for values above 1 ppm). Heavy atom traces of the amino

acid sidechains for those residues with at least one represented atom are shown in light

gray.
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c: TM-1442

r.m.s.d. bias 0.6 Ä

r.m.s.d. bias 5.0 Â

r.m.s.d. bias 3.3 Ä

r.m.s.d. bias 5.5 À

Figure 3.19 (continued): All aromatic ring planes are represented by magenta planar

surfaces. Regular secondary structure elements identified by the algorithm of Kabsch and

Sander (1983) are indicated by their standard representations (Koradi et al, 1996), all

other regions of the polypeptide backbone are represented by a gray spline interpolating the

heavy atom, coordinates.

In distorted structures (r.m.s.d. bias above 1 A), 1H-atoms with strong disagreements

between experimental random coil deviations and calculated ring current chemical shifts

cluster around the aromatic ring systems and serve thus as probes of local distortions of

the 3D structure. Strong ring current effects (more than 0.5 ppm) can be detected for

about 4 Ä around the center of an aromatic ring, while weak effects reach atoms situated

at 8 Â.
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Table 3.11: Agreement between calculated ring current chemical shifts and experimental

random coil deviations (a tolerance AS of 0.5 ppm was used; see Eq. 3.59)

Protein Structure

(r.m.s.d. bias [Â]a) -all

Chemical shifts:

- unass.6 - agr. - disagr.c

Residual

error f2rc

CRT(221-256) ld (0.3 Â) 246 16 220 2 (+8) 0.010

apoCopZ ld (0.4 Â) 423 66 320 6 (+30) 0.031

2e (1.9 Â) 423 66 286 17 (+42) 0.083

3e (8.0 Â) 423 66 277 18 (+47) 0.095

TM-1442 ld (0.6 À) 717 89 565 12 (+50) 0.025

2e (3.3 Â) 717 89 545 18 (+59) 0.047

3' (5.0 À) 717 89 567 13 (+48) 0.022

4e (5.5 Â) 717 89 540 20 (+53) 0.048

a
r.m.s.d. to the mean backbone coordinates of the reference structure represented by a bundle of 20

conformers.

The chemical shifts of diastcrcotopic atoms are counted once, unless two distinct resonance

frequencies were identified.

c
Shown are non-backbone and in parenthesis amide and a-proton chemical shifts.

Reference structure represented by a bundle of 20 Dyana conformers.

e
Deformed conformer obtained by a selecting a conformer with a high residual target function from

a short DYANA run with the distance restraints from the reference structure.

' Deformed conformer obtained by removing all long-range distance restraints from and to residues

1-12 of the reference structure distance restraint set.
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Structure calculation

Radar presents several new concepts: peak quality grading provides more flexible ar¬

tifact discrimination, peak quality revaluation permits mutual feedback between signal

identification and NOE assignment before calculating a 3D structure, and pattern recog¬

nition techniques make better use of the inherent redundancy of NMR spectra.

In iterative procedures, the first iteration cycle is usually the most important one, since its

result must already be of sufficient quality to guide the data analysis of subsequent cycles.

In Radar structure determinations, this requirement translates to a set of acceptance

criteria (Herrmann et al., 2002a) on the first preliminary 3D structure. The distance

restraint lists obtained by Radar lead to a better convergence in the first iteration of

structure calculations than lists obtained by Atnos/ Candid, as evidenced by the tighter

bundle of conformers, the smaller r.m.s.d. drift between the first and the last iteration and

the lower r.m.s.d. bias to the reference structures (Figs. 3.11 to 3.13 on pages 90ff). The

better performance in the initial cycle of the iterative procedure may well open the present

procedure to a wider range of experimental datasets. In later iterations, the influence of

the preliminary 3D structure is the dominating factor, and no significant difference can

be established between both algorithms.

Due to the strong influence of the quality of the peak list used as input for Candid, the

Atnos algorithm uses a series of filters to remove artifactual signals. Since these filters

analyze mostly properties of the individual peaks, a high quantity of correct signals is

also removed. The markedly better performance of Radar in this area can be attributed

to the fact that only one peak filter is applied in RADAR, whose criterion is an aggre¬

gate of all peak quality information of this peak, including, if available, information from

the mutual NOE support network. Two different effects can be observed: elimination of

network-incompatible long-range contacts (that would likely result in distance restraint
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violations and thus a higher residual target function) and inclusion of additional contacts,

among them some network-compatible long-range contacts (that will lead to a tighter and

better defined bundle of conformers). The automated identification of regular secondary

structure elements performed by Radar will identify additional contacts located in these

elements, although this will often coincide with a high mutual NOE support. On average,

Radar identifies 10-20% more NOE cross peaks in the first cycle than Atnos/ Candid

(Fig. 3.9 on page 88), many of them located close to the solvent line, the spectral diagonal

or regions with strong background noise. It can be noted that the distance restraint set

of the first cycle of Radar has a comparable number of restraints than a cycle calculated

with the benefit of a preliminary 3D structure. Furthermore, as evidenced by the residual

target function value (Fig. 3.12), the set of constraints obtained by Radar is of com¬

parable quality to the set obtained by Atnos/Candid, which indicates that the major

part of the additionally included signals are compatible with the preliminary structure

obtained after cycle 1.

Due to the longer calculation times encountered with the Cns algorithm, it is common

practice to calculate less conformers than the convergence criteria would require, espe¬

cially for preliminary calculations (aiming at completing the sequence-specific resonance

assignments). Here, Radar offers a better justification for the lowering of the number of

required conformers due to its markedly better convergence behavior illustrated in Table

3.8 (page 92).

In addition, Radar provides a better picture of the complete dataset, by using the

available experimental data to a fuller extent, which includes the correct identification of

regular secondary structure elements before a structure is available.

3.4.2 Structure validation

The automated structure validation methodology to obtain the bias between a set of

NOESY spectra and a structure described in section 3.2.8.1 scores the compatibility be-
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Figure 3.20: Evaluation of the global scoring of the structure/spectrum bias : Each data

point corresponds to a structure validation run with a spectrum and a structure with a

given r.m.s.d. bias to the mean reference structure, for the proteins TM-1442, Crotamine

and apoCopZ. A correlation between increasing r.m.s.d. bias and structure validation score

ÇI can be observed.

tween structure and spectrum in a meaningful way. The global score increases with

increasing r.m.s.d. bias to the reference structure (see section 3.3.4 and Fig. 3.20). In this

respect, it can be compared to the R-factor of X-ray crystallography as a measure of the

goodness-of-fit between experimental data and obtained structure. However, it cannot

compare as favorably to the free R-factor (Briinger, 1992), since it uses for the validation

the same experimental data that were already used for the structure determination.

Any extension of the present algorithm aiming at the conceptual elegance of the free R-

factor would necessarily need to use additional experimental data not used in the structure

calculation. Putting a subset of the NOE cross peaks apart for the purpose of valida¬

tion seems impossible, since the structural relevance varies strongly across the different
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cross peaks8 and thus the quality of the structure calculation would drop dramatically

by excluding, e.g. ,
20% of all meaningful NOE-derived constraints. Several classes of

additional information sources could be contemplated such as spin-diffusion NOE spec¬

troscopy, relaxation measurements as in a 15N-{1H}-heteronuclear NOESY experiment,

coupling constants, line shape analysis or residual dipolar couplings. However, each of

these information classes will require days of measurement time and possibly weeks of ad¬

ditional data analysis, especially for those types of data that cannot reliably be analyzed

in an automated fashion. This would almost certainly preclude the present algorithm

from routine use.

The only class of data that is available without further spectroscopy and extensive anal¬

ysis are the chemical shifts of the atoms. As discussed in section 1.2, the chemical shift

depends on several factors, including the three-dimensional structure. The use of chemi¬

cal shifts as a method for structure validation, especially conformational analysis has been

extensively discussed (Perkins and Wuthrich, 1980; Osapay and Case, 1991, 1994; Case,

1995; Wishart and Case, 2001; Xu and Case, 2001), and was used in the present work

in section 2.1.3. Section 3.2.8.2 presents an automated validation approach for chemical

shifts and structure using ring-current calculations. As described in section 3.3.4.2, ring

current shift calculations allow a meaningful discrimination between correct and distorted

structures around the aromatic rings, and thus an independent structure validation simi¬

lar to the free R-factor in these regions. The XH atoms closer than 4 Ä to any aromatic

ring system act as probes for this validation, while the effect on further removed protons

is too weak for practical use in validation.

Unlike X-ray crystallography, NMR provides access to detailed information on internal

mobility and dynamics of proteins. The question arises whether the present structure

validation methodologies arc able to adequately represent this aspect. The chemical shift

8Up to 40% of all NOE cross peaks do not carry any structural information, since they are present

regardless of the actual protein conformation, while less than 20% connect atoms that are more than 4

residues apart in sequence.
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of a *H atom is the determined by the time-averaged positions and relative orientations of

the proton and the aromatic ring system(s) in close vicinity, and represents thus protein

dynamics correctly. The individual conformers are static representations of the charac¬

teristics of the conformational space spanned by the experimental data (Braun et al.,

1981), which is often a good approximation of the protein's dynamic behavior (assuming

adequate sampling of the conformational space of the protein and sufficient experimental

data). Protein regions with correlation times on the order of the overall protein tumbling

will show a low local relative displacement between the individual conformers. Thus, the

distance between any atom pair in these regions will have a low standard deviation among

all conformers, and the distance after < r~6 >-averaging will be used to construct the

structural distance network (Eq. 3.50 on page 73). If at least one of the two atoms is

in a part of the protein that shows internal mobility compared to the overall tumbling,

then, after < r-6 >-averaging, the shortest distance between the atoms will dominate the

average and provide a potentially incorrect picture of the local situation, if the sampling

of the conformational space is insufficient. However, the standard deviation among all

conformers is larger than 2 Â, and thus, by design, this distance will be excluded from

the structural distance network (see Eq. 3.50 on page 73), in order to minimize the afore¬

mentioned risk of overestimating an inter-atomic distance.

Atoms of well ordered residues will be characterized by a dense network of close structural

distances, while atoms of residues in disordered structural features, including solvent-

exposed sidechains, can only expect a small set of intra-residual and sequential close

distances. On the spectrum side, this situation will be represented by few NOE cross

peaks, almost exclusively with intra-residual and sequential NOE assignments. Thus, by

design, the set of distances expected from the structure and the situation encountered in

the NOE spectrum correlate well, independent of the protein dynamics. This observation

is also represented in Fig. 3.18 (page 102), where it should also be noted that Leu4, Leu6,

Ile8 and Val9 - and not the typically surface-exposed residues - are responsible for most

observed incompatibilities.
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The most difficult case in NMR is presented by structured protein segments that do not

show expected NOE cross peaks, e.g., due to line broadening. No distance restraints

can be collected in this region for a structure calculation, thus the region will appear

disordered in the structure. No inconsistency exists between structure and spectrum, i.e.,

both do not represent the correct situation9. In effect, the NMR structure represents

in every case the conformational space restricted by the experimental data and not the

conformational space of the protein 3D structure. Furthermore, while a ring current

calculation can be performed based on the 3D structure, usually experimental chemical

shifts cannot be determined for these broadened lines, and thus no comparison between

these data is possible. However, the presented methodologies for experimental structure

validation are also in that regard similar to the R-factor in X-ray crystallography, since

they measure the goodness-of-fit between experimental data and resulting structure.

9
Only additional experimental data might identify this type of problem (although measurements on

broadened lines are generally extremely difficult and often impossible).
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and perspectives

The total time to obtain a NMR structure is still on the order of months. Assuming that

a 15N- and 13C-labeled protein sample is available in sufficient concentration and purity,

it will require at least 14 days of NMR measurements to record a minimal complete set

of conventional NMR spectra for sequence-specific resonance assignment and collection

of structural constraints. The necessary instrument time ttot for a 3D spectrum with

mh data points in a ^ dimension and n}ieavy data points in a heavy atom dimension

can be simply calculated by ttot = nscans mH nheavy (tinterscan -I- texperiment), where

encans is the number of FIDs recorded per data point, Unterscan the relaxation recycle

time and tcxperirncnt the duration of the experiment. Recent developments in the area of

projection-reconstruction spectroscopy (Kupce and Freeman, 2003b,a) allow to replace

this 3D spectrum by a series of n2D 2D spectra, whose total instrument time is only

ttot — n2D ' nsc.ans ' ndatapoinU ' {tinterscan + texperiment) Each 2D projection Spectrum IS a

linear combination of the indirect dimensions, and Fourier theory allows reconstruction

of the complete 3D spectrum. GFT spectroscopy (Atreya and Szyperski, 2004; Kim and

Szyperski, 2003) provides a large set of higher dimensional spectra implemented as a se¬

ries of lower dimensional projected spectra, including NOESY spectra (Shen et al., 2005).

APSY (Hiller et al., 2005; Fiorito et al., 2006b) combines projection reconstruction with

an efficient algorithm (Atnos/Gapro) which automatically picks local extrema in the

2D projections and calculates the higher dimensional cross peaks without reconstructing

the full spectrum.
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The sequence-specific assignment of the polypeptide backbone can be easily automated

if high quality input peak lists - such as the ones provided by APSY - are analyzed by

algorithms such as GARANT (Bartels et al, 1996, 1997) or Match (Volk et al., 2006).

Inconsistencies in the peak coordinates between the different spectra are however a serious

obstacle to automation in this area, which may be alleviated by recording as few high

dimensional spectra as possible (a single 6D HNCACONH may be sufficient, if protein

size and SNR permit it).

The sequence-specific amino acid sidechain resonance assignment is considered to be

among the most critical steps for the success of a NMR structure determination. There

is not a consensus strategy to obtain this assignment, thus only very general algorithms,

i.e.., not limited to specific NMR spectra, can hope to contribute to this step. Garant

(Bartels et al., 1996, 1997) showed some promise, especially if the structure of a close

homologue protein is provided as additional input. Recently, the new algorithm Ascan

(Fiorito et al., 2006a) was shown to successfully obtain more than 70% of sidechain as¬

signments based on NOESY spectra and optional TOCSY spectra. Additionally, the

obtained resonance assignments are already calibrated onto the NOESY spectra, thus

providing consistent, high quality input data for Atnos/ Candid/ Dyana and Radar/

Dyana.

The analysis of NOESY spectra for distance restraint-driven MD is the area where the

use of automated procedures is the most routine. Atnos/Candid (Herrmann et al.,

2002a,b) and the newly developed Radar provide - in conjunction with a restrained MD

algorithm such as Dyana, Cns or X-PLOR - fully automated analysis of the raw NOESY

spectra to obtain a high-resolution NMR structure.

It can be inferred from the present discussion that automated procedures will gain in¬

creasing prominence. Structure validation tools will, in turn, take a critical place in the

work flow, if an ever increasing amount of the interpretation is done by algorithms without
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any human intervention, making it less probable that problems in the experimental data

or intermediate results will be identified and corrected quickly. In structural genomics

initiatives, often the function of the protein under investigation is not known beforehand,

so that even a completely wrong 3D structure may not be caught without an objective

and automated quality criterion for the complete process.

The structure validation methodology implemented in Radar validates the experimental

NOESY spectra against the obtained structure. The third factor in a complete vali¬

dation is the quality of the sequence-specific resonance assignment, which is now taken

into account by an automated chemical shift prediction based on ring-current calculations.

Further automation will necessitate a better cooperation and information transfer be¬

tween different algorithms. This will additionally provide a seamless documentation of

the applied data analysis steps. The CCPN project (Vranken et al., 2005) proposes a uni¬

fied data format to store all related information, but its use is currently not widespread.

In conclusion, the tools for a fully automated pipeline from the NMR spectroscopy to

the structure determination arc available and need be assembled into a complete, efficient

and self-documenting work flow, where only minimal human intervention is required in

the case of routine structure determination.
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